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PREFACE

To admirers and students of Anthony Trollope, the

interest of this play, now printed for the first time and

from the original manuscript,^ is out of all proportion
to its artistic qualities.

So far as is known, Trollope wrote only two plays

during the prolific five and thirty years of his life of

authorship. The ^.?;/r^
was uncomfortable to him. It

limited his elbow-room and forbade him the subtle

accumulation of detail that was his genius. He liked

a large canvas and a crowded one. Unrivalled as a

manipulator of interdependent groups and individuals,

he loved to sustain the interest and vitality of half a

dozen societies, weaving them into one absorbing
narrative. The more one reads his novels, the more

one marvels at the skill with which he takes the reader

from one set of characters to another
;

at the know-

ledge of human nature that enabled him to present so

many personalities from so many walks of life
;

at the

technique that could keep each individual distinct, and

at the same time each group of individuals generically
alike.

But for such a technique to have free play, for his

skill and for his perception to find scope for exer-

cise, Trollope required space and liberty. His was

1 The text of the play has been transcribed as hterally as possible.
Here and there, however, shght editorial changes have been necessary,
for Trollope was a rapid writer and, though there are indications of

his having revised the wording of the play, even in fair-copy, he allowed

several inconsistencies and verbal shps to stand uncorrected.
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no tabloid brilliance ;
he dealt in panorama, not in

miniature. The limitations of dramatic form cramped
him intolerably. Those paragraphs of analysis which,
in his novels, make so convincing and so clear the

motives of his characters ;
the repetitions of phrase,

the quiet succession of hints by which, in narrative,

he could reveal the slow developments of impulse, have

no place in drama. Trollope as playwright was but a

quarter Trollope •,
and he was too level-headed a judge

of his own capacities to waste labour and precious days
over work for which he was unsuited.

Nevertheless, with that sturdy humour that was so

characteristic of him, he liked to refer to his attempts
at playwriting, to assert their qualities, to record their

failure, to chuckle at his own unrealised ambitions.

And of the two recorded dramas that he brought to

completion. The Noble Jilt was the nearer to his

heart. He refers to it in his Autobiography ;
he

introduces it deliberately and by name into one of his

later novels. "We may, therefore, be satisfied that,

however clearly he realised its faults, he had no desire

to disown it. Trollope's works were to him like his

friends. He would laugh at them, but he would never

deny them
; holding, as he did, that humour and

loyalty are the two halves of manliness.

That, however, he should have cherished the memory
of this play throughout his life may be particularly as

well as generally explained.
In the first place, it was written very early in his

career of authorship. His first novel—The Mac-
dermots of Ballycloran

—was published in 1 847 ;
his
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PREFACE
second in 1848 ;

his third in 1850. In that year
also The Noble Jilt was written. Trollope was over

thirty before his name appeared on any title-page ;

he was, therefore, no stripling when he composed
this play. But authors have tenderness for their early

harvestings, even though well aware of their short-

comings, and the author of The Noble Jilt was no

exception.
A second reason for the persistence of the play in

its creator's memory is at the same time a large element

in its interest for later generations. The Noble Jilt is

the germ of one of his best known novels
;

to it is due

the existence of Can You Forgive Her ?

Finally
—and if evidence is lacking of the truth of

this contention, it is not an unreasonable one—we may
venture that, despite Trollope's assertive common-
sense and his deliberate abstention from the literary

humbug of his age, he had a sneaking fondness for

historical romance.

The heyday of the costume novel was over by the

middle of the century. Ainsworth, it is true, persisted
to the end ;

but found, poor man, that he was working
an exhausted vein. His best books, as also those of

Bulwer in the same genre^ were all published by 1850.
Fashion had changed. The popular novels of the

mid-Victorian era were novels of contemporary
manners or, in the current jargon,

"
Stories of the

Day." Of such fictions Trollope himself became the

purveyor most assiduous and most applauded. But

even as Wilkie Collins made his bow with a story

of the fall of Rome ;
even as Reade made preliminary

• «
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PREFACE
excursions into powder and patch romance or into

mediaevalism ;
so had Trollope his year of historical

experiment.
That year was 1850, and, as has been said, it pro-

duced not only The Noble Jilt, but also the author's

third fiction and only costume novel—a queer, un-

readable lump of anti-revolutionary propaganda called

La Vendee. Evidently Trollope was at that time

passing through a definite phase of mental growth.
He had written two stories about Ireland—stories that

have much of the quality of his maturer, greater work,
for all their inexperience and their tracts of tedium.

Then, suddenly and within a year, he produced a novel

and a play, both set in the same period of history, both

possessed of a definite political bias. The explanation

may doubtless be found in the events of '48, when

revolutionary upheavals threatened to involve Great

Britain in the convulsions of the continent. He wrote

from Ireland to his mother in the spring of that year,

giving his opinion of the chances of trouble in his own
corner of the British Isles and in England itself. His

mind, like those of most other men, was intent on the

dangers of the time ; doubtless, like many others, he

read in his anxiety memoirs of past periods of unrest

and particularly of the era of revolutionary France
;

like not a few, he wished to add his voice to those of

other sound conservatives and to cry out against the bar-

barity, which to them was inevitable accompaniment of

republican disquiet. Of his two utterances, ha Vendee^
because it expressed only a reaction from disorder and
has neither sense of character nor gleam of humour to

viii



PREFACE
relieve its doctrinising, may be neglected and forgotten;
but The Neble Jilt should be remembered, for it

had an idea behind its propaganda, and a situation

and personalities that could, many years later, be
revived and glorified. La Vendee is history with a

faint, fictional disguise plastered along its front
;

The
Noble Jilt is fiction and real Trollope fiction, obscured
but not extinguished by an arbitrary, historical setting
and by conventional and none too accurate blank

verse.

Enough has been said to show that the present issue

of The Noble Jilt is no mere outbreak of
"
the cult of

the unpublished."
The existence of the play, thanks to the author's

repeated reference to it, was well known. It sprang
from an interesting phase of his development. It is

the direct
*

source
'

of one of the leading novels of his

best period. Finally, it shows that early in his writing
life he possessed (even if he could not fully utilise it)

the power to imagine a simple human situation, of the

kind that combines normal likelihood with funda-

mental things.
It is known that The Noble Jilt was written after the

completion of La Vendee. The period between its

retirement into a locked drawer of Trollope's desk and
the re-emergence of its leading characters on the more

glorious stage of Can You Forgive Her ? was, therefore,

almost exactly thirteen years. This is a long time in

any writer's life
;

it was markedly long in the life of

an author so prolific as was Trollope. Between La

N.J. ix b
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Vendee and the first public appearance of Alice Vavasor,
he published ten novels,^ two volumes of short stories ^

and two books of travel.^ His readers (who now
numbered hundreds of thousands) were familiar with

the cathedral and personalities of Barchester, with Mr.

Chaffanbrass, with Mary Thorne and Martha Dun-

stable, with Miss Todd and Lady Lufton, with Lily
Dale and Lady Alexandra de Courcy and the wretched

Crosbie. The clamour grew for more Trollope and
for more Trollope still. In response, he drew a

discarded drama from his desk, jettisoned costume

and historical allusion, added a few sub-plots from

his illimitable store, and launched a new full-length
novel which, in the matter of basic plot and in the

personality of its chief protagonists, was The Noble

Jilt.

The following table of characters shows the close-

ness of the parallel between the play and the novel : .

Characters of
The Noble Jilt.

Margaret de Wynter - becomes
de Wynter (her father)

-
,,

Madame Brudo (her aunt; ,,

widow of a rich iron-

monger)

Characters of
Can You Forgive Her ?

AHce Vavasor.

John Vavasor (Alice's

father).

Mrs. Greenow (AHce's aunt
;

widow of a rich Lanca-
shire manufacturer).

^ The Warden, Barchester Towers, The Three Clerks, Doctor Thome,
The Bertrams, Castle Richmond, Framley Parsonage, Orley Farm, Rachel
Ray and The Small House at Allington.

2 Tales of All Countries, ist and 2nd Series.

^ The West Indies and North America.

1



R E A E
Characters of
The Noble Jilt.

Count Upsel of Linden-
brock (Margaret's be-

trothed)

Steinmark (Margaret's
old lover and a republi-

can) - - - .

Helen (Steinmark's de-

voted sister and Mar-

garet's friend)

Captain Belleroach(Stein-
mark's friend

;
an ad-

venturer who admires

MadameBrudo'smoney
and ultimately marries

her)

Van Hoppen (rival to

Belleroach for the hand
of Madame Brudo)

Jeannette (maid to Ma-
dame Brudo)

Characters of
Can You Forgive Her ?

becomes John Grey of Nethercoats

(Alice's fiance).

,, George Vavasor (Alice's
cousin and former lover

;

an extreme radical).

,, Kate Vavasor (George's too

loyal sister and Alice's

friend).

,, Captain Bellfield (an im-

pecunious swaggerer, who
pursues Mrs. Greenow
for her money, but is

ultimately married by
her and disciplined).

,,
Farmer Cheesacre (rival to

Bellfield).

remains Jeannette (maid to Mrs.

Greenow).

The resemblance between play and novel would be

striking enough, were it confined to this perpetuation
of individual types. But the similarity goes further.

Personal motives
;

actual incidents ; occasionally
actual phrases reappear in the later, more elaborate

work. Thus the two heroines jilt their respectable

lovers, not because they have ceased to love them nor

with any intention of renewing relations with earlier,

less eligible admirers, but from satiety with too-evident

perfections and from revolt against the uneventful

xi
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comfort to which suitable marriages would condemn
them. Again, the gradual revival of the old talk of

union between Margaret and Steinmark in the play,

between Alice and George Vavasor in the novel, is due,
first to the unscrupulous intriguing of a devoted sister,

then to the despairing self-deception of the heroines

themselves, who suddenly conceive the theory that love

Is of no account In matrimony ;
that love at any time

is a delusion and a feebleness
;

that woman's duty is

to partner a man, with him to help some cause and

champion some ideal.

In the matter of incident, close similaritv exists

between, on the one hand, the fortunes of Madame
Brudo and her absurd admirers

;
on the other, those

of Mrs. Greenow and her equally comic lovers. Each
widow parades a broken heart

;
each finds in skilful

coquetry an easy way to its repair.
It were equally possible to quote phrases literally

transcribed from unpublished play to published novel.

One example will suffice.
"
That woman has no more

idea of marrying you than she has of marrying the

Bishop," says Bellfield to his rival Cheesacre.
"
You're

a podgy man, you see, and Mrs. Greenow doesn't like

podgy men." A glance at the conversation in Act III.

Scene iii. of The Noble Jilt^ between Belleroach and
Van Hoppen,will complete the parallel, and suggest that,
when the author wrote in his Autobiography in 1876,"

the dialogue [of The Noble Jilt] I think to be good,"
he was only recording an opinion as consistent and as

manfully maintained as were most of his judgments,
on his own written work.
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PREFACE
Is it despite fidelity to an original model, or because

of it, that Can Tou Forgive Her ? is as good a story as

is The Noble Jilt a feeble play ? Surely both the one
and the other. When in 1850 Trollope sat down to

write a drama of the Revolutionary wars in Flanders,
he was in full discouragement with his own prospects
as a novelist and too preoccupied with history and
with rhetoric to recognise the real worth of the idea

upon which his play was based. Also, as has been

indicated, he chafed against the limitations of a literary
form unsuited to his genius. But in 1863 he knew
himself a novelist

;
could gauge to the full the human

value of a situation
;
knew what was precious in a once

discarded plot and what was fustian.

There came, however, yet another weapon to his

aid beside that of his own mature experience. When
The Noble Jilt was written, Trollope bethought himself

to whom he might send the manuscript for criticism.

He had, while in London, met a few of his mother's

literary and theatrical friends and, among them, the

well-known actor George Bartley. This man, con-

sidered by his contemporaries to be a worthy successor

of Dowton, Fawcett and Munden, was nearing the end
of his distinguished theatrical career. He was an old

friend of Frances Trollope ; had written her encourage-
ment and praise when, in 1833 and long before she

was the popular novelist that by 1850 she had become,
she published The Refugee in America

;
seemed from

every point of view an ideal authority from whom to

seek judgment and advice. To George Bartley, there-

fore. The Noble Jilt was sent.
« • •
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From him in due course came a report, which report

the young Trollope carefully preserved. Hartley's

opinion, which is partially quoted in the Autobiography^
merits full reproduction here, for there is ample
evidence—direct and indirect—that the author of the

play so unfavourably criticised read the old actor's

words with care and profited by their wisdom :

1 1 Woburn Square,
London, iSthyune. 1851.

My dear Mr. A. Trollope,
I am sorry I did not see you on Monday, but as I was

obliged to remain in town until this afternoon, I occupied

myself yesterday in carefully perusing your MS., and feel

myself bound, as you ask for my opinion, to give it candidly.
And it is this.

When I commenced, I had great hopes of your production.
I did not think it opened dramatically, but that might have
been remedied, and the dialogue, both serious and comic,

promised admirably. But as the plot proceeded I found the

serious parts deficient in interest, and the comic ones overlaid

with repetitions. There is not one character, serious or comic,
to challenge the sympathy of the audience

;
and without that

all the good writing in the world will not ensure success upon
the stage.
We are told the Count Upsel is a most amiable and quiet man,

but you have given him no scope to assert or prove his good
qualities. He has really nothing to do.

Mark Steinburg (sic) is merely a republican, and why he
makes his base proposal to Margaret, except to carry on the

plot of the play, I cannot understand. As far as it is explained
in his own person, it is wholly gratuitous ; nor, if you mean
him for a villain (with this fatal exception), has he anything of

villainy in him
;

nor is his character prominently brought out.

Indeed, such little lead does he or the Count take in the business

of the drama, that you have a five-act play without a hero !

xiv
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The comic scenes are good, but too long and all so much

alike, that one is merely a repetition of the other.

Helen's character is well and boldly written and (to me) the

least objectionable in the play, though I am not in love with

her or her ready intermeddling.
As to the character of Margaret, I felt at a loss how to describe

it and my objections to it, but you have done it for me in the

last speech of Madame Brudo :

"
Margaret, my child

;
never play the jilt again. 'Tis a

most unbecoming character. Play it with what skill you will,

it meets but little sympathy."—
This, be assured, would be its effect upon an audience.

So that I must reluctantly add that, had I been still a manager,
" The Noble Jilt

"
is not a play I could have recommended for

production.
I qualify all this by honestly stating I have often been mis-

taken in my opinion and may be wrong in this. But you ask

me for my honest impressions, and I have too much regard and

respect for your excellent and highly gifted mother and all her

family, not to give them candidly as they are, and am most

truly sorry they are not more favourable.

I am, my dear Mr. A. TroUope,

respectfully and sincerely,

yours,
Geo. Bartley.

All readers of The Noble Jilt will probably agree that

this is shrewd criticism. Certainly Trollope thought
it so. He was by temperament the man to accept
instructed commentary on his work with respect and

with humility ;
and that he took George Bartley's

words to heart is proved, partly by the elements in Can
Tou Forgive Her ? that are lacking from The Noble Jilty

partly by a passage in the Autobiography^ partly by the
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manner in which he himself speaks of the play when

introducing it into one of his later novels.

With the first of these indications we need hardly
concern ourselves. To treat of it in detail would
involve elaborate analysis of a typical Trollope novel,

than which few things are more complex of achieve-

ment. In effect, it is thanks to Hartley that the

leading characters in Can Tou Forgive Her ? challenge
the readers' sympathy and that even George Vavasor,
for all his selfish violence, is rather a pitiful than a

repellent figure.
The second is best illustrated by direct quotation :

*'
In 1850 I wrote a comedy, partly in blank verse

and partly in prose, called The Noble Jilt. I believe

that I did give the best of my intellect to the play, and
I must own that, when it was completed, it pleased me
much. I copied it, and recopied it, touching it here

and touching it there, and then sent it to my very old

friend George Bartley the actor, who would, I thought,
for my own sake and for my mother's, give me the full

benefit of his professional experience."
I have now [1875 °^ ^^7^] before me the letter

which he wrote to me—a letter which I have read a

score of times. It was altogether condemnatory . . .

[there follow a series of sentences extracted from

Hartley's letter]. ... A piece of criticism such as this,

from a friend and from a man undoubtedly capable
of forming an opinion, was a blow in the face ! But
I accepted the judgment loyally and said not a word
on the subject to any one. I merely showed the letter

to my wife, declaring my conviction that it must be
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taken as gospel. And as critical gospel it has since

been accepted
"

{Autobiography^ vol. i. pp. 1 13-4).
These words are at any rate unequivocal. That they

are also true is evidenced by the last of the three

indications above set out of Bartley's influence on

Trollope
—

by, namely, the deliberate introduction of

the unlucky play into a novel written very shortly
before the Autobiography itself.

From July 1871 to February 1873 there ran serially
in The Fortnightly Review that admirable tale The Eustace

Diamonds. The novel was published in three volumes
at the end of 1872, and far on in the second volume
occur the following passages :

"... Mrs. Carbuncle was very fond ot the play and made
herself acquainted with every new piece as it came out. Every
actor and actress of note on the stage was known to her, and she
dealt freely in criticisms on their respective merits. The three

ladies had a box at the Haymarket taken for this very evening,
at which a new piece,

' The Noble Jilt,' from the hand of a very
eminent author, was to be produced. Mrs. Carbuncle had
talked a great deal about

' The Noble Jilt,' and could boast
that she had discussed the merits of the two chief characters

with the actor and actress who were to undertake them. Miss
Talbot has assured her that Margaret was altogether im-

practicable, and Mrs. Carbuncle was quite of the same opinion.
And as for the hero, Steinmark,—it was a part that no man
could play so as to obtain the sympathy of an audience. There
was a second hero,

—a Flemish Count,
—tame as rain-water,

Mrs. Carbuncle said. .She was very anxious for the success of

the piece, which, as she said, had its merits
;
but she was sure

that it wouldn't do. . . .

"Lucinda, also, was quite determined that she would see the

new piece. She declared to her aunt, in Lizzie's presence,
without a vestige of a smile, that it might be well to see how
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a jilt could behave herself, so as to do her work of jilting in any
noble fashion. . . . She had no desire to stay at home in order

that she might see Sir Griffin.
'

I daresay the play may be

very bad,' she said,
' but it can hardly be so bad as real

life
'

"The play, as a play, was a failure; at least so said Mrs.

Carbuncle. The critics, on the next morning, were somewhat
divided—not only in judgment but as to facts. Three or four

of the papers declared that the audience were not only eulogistic
but enthusiastic. One or two others averred that the piece fell

very flatly. As it was not acted above four or five dozen

times consecutively, it must be regarded as a failure. On their

way home Mrs. Carbuncle declared that Minnie Talbot had done
her very best with such a part as Margaret, but that the character

afforded no scope for sympathy.
' A noble jilt, my dears,'

said Mrs. Carbuncle eloquently,
'

is a contradiction in terms.

There can be no such thing. A woman, when she has once said

the word, is bound to stick to it. The delicacy of the female

character should not admit of hesitation between two men.
The idea is quite revolting.'

" 'But may not one have an idea of no man at all ?
'

asked
Lucinda.

' Must that be revolting also ?'
" ' Of course a young woman may entertain such an idea

;

though for my part I look upon it as unnatural.'. . .

"
'If she finds that she had made a mistake .'" said

Lucinda fiercely.
'

Why shouldn't a young woman make a

mistake as well as an old woman }
'

" '

My dear, such mistakes, as you call them, always arise

from fantastic notions. Look at this piece. Why does the

lady jilt her lover } Not because she doesn't like him. She's

just as fond of him as ever.'
" ' He's a stupid sort of fellow, and I think she was quite

right,' said Lizzie. . . ."

In this way and more than twenty years after Bartley's
letter was written, Trollope thought fit to introduce

into a story almost the very words used by the old
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actor in condemning a play, whose existence could

only have been known to half a dozen persons.
In the action there is, surely, something beyond

the enduring thanks of an aspiring youngster to a

helpful critic
; something beyond even the gratitude

of a successful novelist for one of his most marked
successes. One may venture that to the then old and
famous writer, looking back along the toilsome road

of industry and triumph, this letter of George Bartley's
stood forth as a guide-post on a horizon traversed long

ago ;
dwelt in the mind as the impulse that, at a time

of uncertainty and of discouragement, pointed a way
along the path to fame.

MICHAEL SADLEIR.
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DRAMATIS PERSONAE

Margaret De Wynter
De Wynter
Madame Brudo
Count Upsel

Steinmark

Helen -

Belleroach -

Van Hoppen -

Jeannette
Stoffle

'^

SoucH - -

Weazle i

Two Burgomasters

Her father.

Her aunt—a widow.

Her betrothed.

Leader of the republicans in Bruges.
His sister—friend of Margaret.
His friend.

Burgomaster of Bruges.

Servafit to Madame Brudo.

Three republican soldiers.

OF Bruges

Scene : Bruges in 1792
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ACT ONE. Scene One

De Wynters House

De Wynter and Margaret

De Wynter.

COME
hither, Margaret. What ails you, dearest ?

Why sets that heavy cloud upon your brow }

Are you unhappy ?

Margaret.
Not unhappy, father

;

but full of doubts, having no taste for ease.

I fear a life of ease may surfeit me.

De Wynter.
Your cup of joy should now be full, my child

;

if not, there's nothing in this world can fill it.

Margaret.

Nothing in this world can ;
—nor do I ask

a cup brim-full of joy. I would not wish

a life-long draught of liquid, cloying honey.

De Wynter.
A life too happy

—
days too full of ease—

are those the fears that make your brow so gloomy }

3



THE NOBLE JILT
Men truly say experience must be earned,
and not imparted ; yet your father's life,

so full of restless longings, sickening hopes,
and fond attempts, which never caught success,

might well have taught the worth of quiet joys.
You love Count Upsel, Margaret ?

Margaret.

Oh, most dearly 1

The love which made me promise him to join

my every step to his through this life's journey
is true as Heaven. But whether it will tend

to his or my contentment. ...

De Wynter.
Some men there are with minds so strangely fashioned,
that they extract an ill from every good
and grief from every blessing. There are chemists,
men who have toiled o'er crucibles and books,
and spent long lives in searching for their secret,

who, in the evening of their days, have proved
that every wholesome food contains a poison.
I would not have my daughter such a chemist.

Margaret.
Nor am I such, I hope.

De Wynter.
Count Upsel owns

every good gift which could bestead a suitor,

e'en tho' a princess listened to his suit.

Act One] 4



THE NOBLE JILT
Were revelling his pleasure (as it is not),
his wealth might furnish never-ending revels.

His form and gait are perfect, and his lineage

higher than your own, tho' yours is also noble.

Modest as youth should be, he yet has learnt

more than long years have taught to many grey-beards.
And then, my child, the love he offers you
is grafted on respect. It was not passion

—
that yearning for a toy which men call love—
that brought him to your feet. Wanting a mate,
he has chosen her he deems of highest worth.

Your father's race are poor and proud, my Margaret,
and men don't seek such dowries with their wives

as pride and poverty. You've been most happy ;

you've drawn a prize such as your wildest dreams
could not have fancied. Had some elfish legend
made you the heroine of a fairy's favour,
who showered down blessings, could the tale have

given a gift more precious than Count Upsel's love ?

Margaret.
When two are joined in holy love together,
as he and I have hoped to be, can either

by stern resolve or close and anxious study
so alter the mind's temperament as to change
the bent of nature ? If this can be done,
the duty of a loving wife will teach her

how best to do it. But if the attempt be vain
;

if it be found at last that the mind's sway
cannot be altered

;
that the close and careful

cannot attain the open flowing hand
;
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THE NOBLE JILT
that social souls won't love a quiet house

;

that breasts intent on stirring, active scenes,

longing to mix with those who move mankind,
cannot feel tranquil

—cannot find a joy
in basking in the sunshine of the world—
what then ?

De Wynter.
Two loving hearts grow nearer to each other

by daily intercourse.

Margaret.

Yes, hearts do so,

while warm love lasts. But, father, the stern will

of an unplastic mind joined to its antipode
will quench love's warmth, and then dissensions rise,

opposing schemes, and wishes all ajar.

Is it not so ?

De Wynter.
Your mind is not so stubborn.

Margaret.
You never tried it, sir. I fear it, father

;

I fear that I may fail to teach myself
to sit contented at Count Upsel's feet,

and greet long years of gilded idleness

with constant smiles.

De Wynter.
Count Upsel is no idler.

Our best tried schools can boast no deeper scholar.
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Margaret.

Yes, yes. He has studied deeply ; he has learnt

to disregard all worldly interests ;

to think no subject worth the studying,
no object worth a struggle. Oh, could he feel,

think but as I do—what might he not do,
blessed as he is with strength, mind, wealth and youth?
He then would be the first to raise an arm
for Flemish freedom and his country's safety ;

loudest in claiming liberty for Flanders ;

he then would lead the van. But no ;
while others

cover their names with glory, he will lie

unruffled on his lawn at Lindenbrock,
not idle, but indifferent.

De Wynter.
When young Mark Steinmark knelt before your feet—
he who now leads these stirring men of Bruges

—
his busy active energetic spirit

could not command your love. You chose a scholar,

and now are vexed because he will not rise,

quick from his books, a patriot ready-armed.

Margaret.
I much admire the spirit Steinmark owns,
but do not love the man.

De Wynter.
That's all in all. . . .

Margaret.
No. There it is. Love is not all in all.
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Love's not enough to fill a woman's heart.

Although you smile, I say it, feel it here.

Love's not enough to fill a human heart,

e'en though it beat within a woman's breast.

De Wynter.
Such thoughts are now too late

;
nor is it right

to give them full encouragement. Count Upsel
loves not the turmoils of a stormy life,

and that's his sole offence. Be wise, my child,

and do not meet him with a troubled brow.

[Exeunt.
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ACT ONE. Scene Two

Room in De Wynter's House

Helen and Jeannette

Helen.

AND so Madame Brudo is coming here at

once }

Jeannette.
Yes, Mam'selle, in about five minutes she will be at

the door.

Helen.
And these boxes—are they all hers ?

Jeannette.
Yes, Mam'selle. They contain her weeds—at least

some of them—
Helen.
Some of them ! Why, these would hold bombazine

enough for a college of widows, and sufficient crape to

furnish a city after a siege.

Jeannette.

They wouldn't let us bring more on the trackshuyt^
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Mam'selle

;
the rest of the wardrobe will come on by

the heavy boat.

Helen.
And your worthy mistress is inconsolable, is she not ?

I'm told she mourns her lost lord with a praiseworthy

grief, quite delightful to witness.

Jeannette.
Well, Mam'selle, she certainly does take on a deal—
that is when anybody's by that's worth while. She
cried out three cambric handkerchiefs between this and

Ghent, each with an inch and a half hem, and all because

Ulick Van Hoppen, the rich burgomaster, was on
board.

Helen.
What ! Our own Ulick ! Our dear, darling, fat

hosier, the softest-hearted man in Bruges ! But still,

I think a few tender words would go further with

Ulick than a pair of red eyes
—

Jeannette.
Red eyes ! Laws, Mam'selle, her eyes don't cry red 1

There's a sort of dim, watery brightness comes over

them, that's all. She'll weep all the morning without

disturbing a hair, and in her wildest fits of grief she

never tumbles her wimple.

Helen.
That's careful housewifery ! But tell me, Jeannette,

—
you know I'm one of the family ;

that is, I'm your
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mistress's niece's bosom friend—she was very fond of

Monsieur Brudo, wasn't she ? She was a kind, quiet,
affectionate wife to the poor man, eh ?

Jeannette.
As for quietness, Mam'selle, that's not her nature

;
and

as for kindness—Why, where you'll find one young
wife treat an old man better, maybe you'll find two to

treat him worse. She's got all his money now, and in

spite of her crocodile tears, I do believe she has a sort

of love for his memory. But here she is—
Enter Madame Brudo, blooming in widow's weeds

Madame Brudo.

My niece, my niece ! My dearest, dearest niece ! . . .

[^She covers her face with a handkerchief with one

hand and embraces Helen with the other.

Helen.

No, Madame, not your niece
; only her humble friend.

But one that is happy to become known to Madame
Brudo.

Madame Brudo.
Heavens ! Not Margaret } Whither have my feel-

ings carried me .'' Jeannette, Jeannette, why did you not

let me know, child } Pray, lady, pardon the affection

of an aunt too eager to embrace a beloved relative.

Jeannette.
This lady, Madame, is Mam'selle Steinmark, Mam'-
selle de Wynter's dearest friend.
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Madame Brudo.
What ! Helen Steinmark ? Then for your own sake

let me embrace you again. I have often heard of you
with delight from that dear girl, to whom I am about

to become a second mother. Yes, Helen, unfitted as I

am for such stern duties, and lacerated as my poor
heart has been by

—
by
—You know my sad history,

dear Helen .''...

Helen.
I have heard, Madame, of your loss.

Madame Brudo.

Oh, Helen ! That was a loss ! That was a bereave-

ment ! Oh, such a man, Helen ! You never saw him,
but those who knew him can never, never—never,
never—never, never—
Helen.
It must be a dreadful thing to lose a husband.

Madame Brudo.
That name ! That sweet, that tender name ! Never

again to be uttered by these lips !
—You never lost a

loving husband, Helen ?

Helen.
I have never found one yet, Madame.

Madame Brudo.
Believe me, dear child, a state of virgin maidenhood is

the happiest lot for woman ; but beauty betrays us to

love and love is the father of trouble.
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Helen.
I wonder, Madame, that you should say so, who were

so happy in your marriage.

Madame Brudo.
What is the use of going to heaven, if one is to fall

again to earth with such a crash ?

Helen.
At any rate there is the excitement of the second

journey.

Madame Brudo.

Never, never, never ! What ? Give to another the

hand that— ? Oh, never, never ! Share the heart

which was once entirely his ? No, no. Should I live

till these brown locks are grey, till my cheeks are

withered, and all my woman's charms transformed by

age, I still should not have enough of years to dedicate

to grief. False to Brudo ? Never !

Helen.
He must have been a paragon of a man.

Madame Brudo.
Some people thought him too old for me, but I never

found him so. You know I was but a child when he

married me, and love has been so mingled with esteem,
and esteem so strengthened by respect, and respect
so heightened by veneration, that—that—heigho !

—
Poor Brudo—poor, poor Brudo !
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Helen.
You should not think so much of these things.

Madame Brudo.
Not think of them, child ? I should be worse than a

brute then. Bury a husband and not think of him ?

Doesn't everything teach me to think of him ? Can
I see these flowing weepers and not think of him ?

Can I bury my wretched bosom beneath these sombre
weeds and not think of him ? Oh, Helen, I wish you
could see the marble monument the man in Ghent is

making for him. 1

Helen.
It is a melancholy design, Madame ?

Madame Brudo.

Oh, so melancholy
—so appropriate

—so pretty
—so

sad ! It is the figure of Vulcan. You knew Brudo
was in the iron trade ? He had a contract for govern-
ment stores.

Helen.
Yes—I had heard—
Madame Brudo.
It is the figure of the god Vulcan, lying dead on a

marble mattress
;

and Venus, his widow Venus, is

weeping at his feet with dishevelled hair.

Helen.
And Mars ? Is Mars brought into the group ?
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Madame Brudo.

Laws, child, no ! What should Mars be doing there ?

At such a moment as that too ! Do you think the God
of War had no decency in his amours ? And how

many times do you think I sat for that figure ? Well,
well—the tears at any rate must be natural ! Here
comes my brother.

Enter De Wynter.

Oh, brother, dear brother ! This

meeting is too much for me !

\_She rushes into de Wynter s arms and buries her

face on his shoulder.

De Wynter.

Sister, I am glad once more to see you in my house,
tho' I lament the occasion that has brought you.

Madame Brudo.
If you lament, what must I do .'' Think ofmy widowed

heart, my poor, widowed heart ! Oh, de Wynter, oh,

my brother, how is a poor, frail woman to obtain

strength to bear such a loss as that ? Where is Mar-

garet ? Where is my niece ? On her tender bosom
I can lay my head and look for rest. Jeannette, bring

up the leather trunk and the small box and the brown
basket. Brother, your arm. I grieve to bring such

a load of sadness within your cheerful doors. Jean-

nette, follow me to my room, child. Helen, I feel

already that I love you ;
next to my Margaret you
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shall be near and dear to me. Come brother, good
brother, your arm. ...

[Exeunt Madame Brudo and de Wynter.

Helen.

Jeannette
—

Jeannette.
Mam'selle }

Helen.
You will have a fine windfall of your mistress's weeds
when she supplies herself with her new wedding
garments. You will get them with the gloss on.

Jeannette.
You think Madame will marry again so soon }

Helen.
I will give her a month to choose and another month to

come to church. Not a day more, and I doubt whether

she can easily bear her widowhood so long.

Jeannette.
God send her a good man and me a good master, and
if so, the sooner the better. [Exeunt.
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ACT ONE. Scene Three

De Wynter's House

Margaret and Helen

Helen.

OH,
what an aunt, Margaret ! What a dear,

divine, invaluable aunt ! What would I not give
for such a relative ! And so fond of you too—her

sweet Margaret, her dear Margaret, her little pet

Margaret. . . .

Margaret.
We have not met for the last ten years, and in that time

we have twice written to each other.

Helen.
Such a lovely mass of exuberant crape ! Such charm-

ing sorrow ! Such bewitching woe ! Before the

week's over she'll have half a score of lovers here to

condole with her.

Margaret.
I hope she'll keep them in order.

Helen.
I warrant she will ! But one thing is certain, girl ;
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she'll be lady paramount through the house in twenty-
four hours.

Margaret.
I have no objection.

Helen.

Why, no. The scene of your dominion is so soon to be

changed to Lindenbrock, that it can't much matter to

you who rules here.

Margaret.

Heigho Lindenbrock ! Indeed, Nellie, I wasn't

thinking of Lindenbrock much then.

Helen.

Oh, yes ! Of course !

*'

Heigho Lindenbrock
"—

"Heigho Lindenbrock"—"Heigho Lindenbrock. ..."

Margaret.
Or rather I was thinking too much of it. For some
time past I have thought of it till—till—
Helen.
Till what, Meg ?

Margaret.
Till I fear to think of it further.

Helen.

Oh, the prettiness of these little affectations ! Fear to
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think of it further—the finest house in the Netherlands,
and the handsomest man in the two Brabants, not to

speak of our Flemish boors ! I am so glad it's not to

be my fate
;
had the monster chosen me, I never could

have gone through with it.

Margaret.
I wish he had, Nellie.

Helen.

Oh, you little liar !

Margaret.

Indeed, indeed, indeed, I wish he had.

Helen.

Margaret, what are you thinking of ? Had such

protestations come from me, no one would have minded
them

; but from you they mean something. But

remember, I cannot forget that my brother was

rejected. I tell you fairly I do not love Count Upsel.
If you have found out failings in him, I shall turn them
into vices.

Margaret.
There I may defy you. Envy itself could not find

detraction there. I want the comfort of true counsel,
but one word of scorn will silence me.

Helen.
You must have all the abuse to yourself.
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Margaret.

My tongue shall never utter one word to his dishonour.

Yet I fear our inmost thoughts are too dissimilar ;
our

hearts beat true together, but our wishes are as the poles
asunder.

Helen.
How angry were you that I said as much, when first

the Count came hither with his suit ! It's now too

late and you must be his slave.

Margaret.

No, not his slave ; his doll, his toy, his plaything. . . .

Helen.
I say his slave. What tho' the chain be gold ?

I say 'tis slavery to be tied by the leg
to one fixed perch.

Margaret.
It is the lot of women.

Helen.
Of women ? Ay, of those who are content

to reign securely o'er a kitchen stove,

and quilt a petticoat or roll a pudding.
If such your high ambition, you are safe

in choosing as you have done. Go to Linden,
and there enjoy such good things of the world

as fall to the lot of women—chairs and tables,

wardrobes well stored with napery, heaps of linen,
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rich damask hangings, curtains without number,
soft carpets for the feet, huge silver dishes,

small, delicate painted cups and golden spoons. . . .

Margaret.
I have not sold myself for household toys.
You know I've not. Your words pass idly by.

Helen.

Stay, stay ! A more extended sphere of action,
a very paradise of rural bliss

is opened to you. Happy, happy girl !

Think of the peahens laying daily eggs,
the silver pheasants and the bantam-cocks

;

the lowing herds returning morn and eve

to bring my Margaret cream—think, think of these !

Acres of apple-trees, pears, quinces, cherries ;

hogsheads of cider, currant wine and mead
;

and then the swiny race with their rich tribute,
fine mellow hams and racks of prosperous bacon. . . ,

Margaret.
You do not touch me with your raillery.
'Tis not well aimed

;
it does not hit the mark.

Helen.

Ay, but it does ! If such are not the joys
to which you look, what others shall you find ?

Margaret.
A husband's love, and perhaps a mother's cares.
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Helen.

Oh, love ? Yes, love ; love is a sauce to life,

a very piquant, palatable sauce, not life itself.

One cannot live on love—
nor yet upon anchovies.

Margaret.
It will brighten

the accustomed routine of a woman's duty,
and fill the heart and satisfy the brain.

Helen.

No, not for you. You'll sigh for other cares

and break your wings against your golden cage.
The cups, the spoons, the pheasants and the cider,
a few cold kisses and the nurse's counsel

will not suffice. You cannot sit and spin.
I know you better than Count Upsel does.

He wants a comely mate to share his nest,

a bird of noble mien, a falcon gentle
—

himself a useless, harmless, household fowl.

Such matches are not meet.

Margaret.
It is the eagle

taking the restless sea-bird to his aerie.

Helen.

Then, dearest sea-bird, let my Lord Eagle mate
with some great lonely lady of his tribe. (^Pauses.)
But these are childish thoughts ; all, all too late

;
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they now can serve no purpose. Once indeed—
But then you stopped my mouth—A brother's love—
rejected with disdain—
Margaret.

Disdain, dear Helen ?

No, no !

Helen.
I say

'

rejected with disdain
'—

A brother's love, rejected with disdain,

made cautious friendship wear the garb of envy.

Margaret.
I have esteemed your brother, and well know
his courage and his worth. He was my friend

till he became my lover.

Helen.
And why not lover

as well as friend ? Are not his dearest thoughts
all shared by you ? Is not his love as true—
ay, truer than this Count's ? Would he presume
to dictate to you such and such pursuits,

your wish and will unasked ? It maddens me
to think of that man's arrogance ! A wife

is found to be a necessary thing,
a piece of household stuff most requisite.
He cannot do without one, and forsooth

he honours you, the fairest he can find,

and bids you be his slave—
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Margaret.

He proffered me
his hand with full observance on his knee,
and I received it proudly. He omitted

no jot of those sweet, joyous ceremonies,
the happy privilege of maidens wooed.

Helen.
Of maidens wooed ! It is the privilege,

the honourable privilege of woman,
to share the counsel of her bosom's lord.

Is that right yours ?—But this is now too late.

You do not love him, yet you lack the courage
to leave him at the altar.

Margaret.
Not love him. . . .

Helen.

Why then, marry him and spin.

Margaret.
I speak and speak, but he will never heed me.

Helen.
He has bought you with a price, why should he heed

you ?

Is he not rich, and are you not his purchase ?

Has he not raised you as a purchased brooch

or costly jewel to adorn his bosom ?

Why should he heed you ? As a childless man
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adopts a brat, and trains him to his views,
so would he have you think, act, speak and feel

as he directs. He has not chosen you
to be his councillor and equal partner.

Margaret.
You're cruel, Helen—very, very cruel. . . .

Helen.

Why did you bid me speak ? I have refrained

for weeks and weeks, and, tho' my heart was full,

have talked to you of him and Lindenbrock,
of his soft glossy locks and the rich gardens,
till I was sick of saying what I thought not.

Have I not spoken soft and pretty words
to warm your love for him, while I well knew
that my own brother, twice a nobler man,
was sick for love of you ? Now you come hither,

half-uttering thoughts, and when I speak them out—
your own thoughts, mark you

—then you say I'm
cruel.

'Tis you are cruel, cruel to yourself.
You leap in the dark, and then you look about you.
Of two things only have you now to choose

;

be Upsel's wife and never breathe aloud
a doubt of your own choice

; press down your sorrow
within your breast, and be what he would have you

—
or else—
Margaret.

Well, Helen, well ?
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Helen.
Pluck up your heart, and tell him to his face

both he and you are wrong. Then meekly ask

his pardon for the evil you have done him,
and be again the mistress of your soul. [Exeunt,

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO. Scene One

Steinmark's Chamber

Steinmark and Belleroach

Steinmark.

IT
was a gallant day, Belleroach, but the victory of

Jemappes alone will not be sufficient. The cities

must stand to us—Ghent, Ypres, Ostend and above all

our own townsmen here in Bruges.
—Till we drive the

garrisons out of the city barracks, we have done

nothing.

Belleroach.
Will the burgomasters be true to us }

StEINiMARK.

I have sent to Van Hoppen and expect him now. He
is the honestest man among them, and has a kind of

authorit}^ over his sleepy brethren. We must talk

him into compliance, and the rest of the flock will follow

the leading sheep into the breach.

Belleroach.
You shall have the full glory of his conversion. But,

Steinmark, I have a little plot of my own, a personal

plot, in which you may assist me.
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Steinmark.
An intrigue, of course.

Belleroach.
It is no intrigue ; nothing like it. It is downright,
honest, straightforward matrimony.

Steinmark.

Marriage ? An obsolete, sacerdotal ceremony ! In-

deed, my dear fellow, I will have no hand in it.

Belleroach.

Money, Steinmark, coined francs by the thousands and
tens of thousands will never be obsolete. I desire to

join myself in holy wedlock to the accumulated savings
of a late honest ironmonger. His wealth, it is true,
is encumbered with his widow. . . .

Steinmark.
But you look on her merely as a deed of conveyance to

transfer the cash from the pockets of the deceased to

your own .''

Belleroach.

Well, I should be somewhat ashamed to own anv less

laudable motive ; but, to tell the truth, the widow has

her charms and is not without wit.

Steinmark.
So that you need not blush at your own lie, when you
swear she is an angel. For the life of me, Belleroach,
I cannot but admire the courage of a man who is able
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to whisper soft words to an antiquated lady with a

labyrinth of wrinkles.

Belleroach.
There are no antiquities in my case—not even an

independent curl nor a bit of loose ivory. Her insipid

years have been devoted to the ironmonger, and she
is now as tempting a daughter of Eve as ever made a

man's heart beat uneasy beneath his sword belt. She

ought to have been a sort of relative of yours, Stein-

mark.

Steinmark.

Ought to have been ?

Belleroach.
She is aunt to Margaret de Wynter.

Steinmark.

What, Madame Brudo ? But, Belleroach, do not say,
do not think that Margaret de Wynter ought to have
been my wife. It was my weakness to indulge such
a wish, but it was my good fortune to have my wish

prevented. There is not the living woman whom I

would now choose to marry ; and, having said thus

much, let us say no more of Margaret. But, my friend,
Brudo is not yet three months buried.

Belleroach.
That's my only chance—tho' I doubt not she has

promised herself already to half a dozen
; the wonder

is that she's not already married—
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Steinmark.
But how can I help you ?

Belleroach.

Brudo, you must know, was a staunch Austrian, for he
made money by them. He did government work.

His widow considers herself bound to follow on the

same side and rails at democracy with all her volubility.
Once only I had the happiness to speak to her—
Steinmark.

Spoken to her but once ! Why, man, I thought the

preliminary work was done.

Belleroach.
Preliminaries are not adapted to the taking of widows.

That tedious blockading business, that sitting down
before the works, is only applicable to maiden fortifi-

cation. I have spoken to Madame Brudo but once,
and then I passed myself off as—an aide-de-camp of

the Archduke's.

Steinmark.
An aide-de-camp of the Archduke's ?

Belleroach.
Yes indeed, and anathematised the vulgar democrats
of Flanders with an enthusiasm which produced a

perceptible return, as I pressed her plump hand ! I

am an archducal aide-de-camp, and, as she is a decided

Austrian, you will have but little difficulty in arresting
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us hoth^ when the town is in your hands—both together^
mark you.

Steinmark.
Well ?

Belleroach.
We shall probably have as little difficulty in escaping

—-

both together still.

Steinmark.
Well ?

Belleroach.

We shall get through the gates together ;
hide together

in a little, friendly cabaret not unknown to me
; help

to disguise each other
; assist each other in a thousand

comfortable little ways
—and then probably be re-

captured. With such opportunities I shall be much
to blame, if I cannot convert her to love and democracy.

Steinmark.
You propose to yourself a deal of trouble to no purpose.
The ripe plum usually falls with very little shaking.
But here comes our burgomaster. If you need my
services, you shall have them. {Enter Van Happen.)
I thank you much, Van Hoppen, for this kindness. It

shows me that I have been right to count upon you.
We have had a glorious victory at Jemappes.

Van Hoppen.

{Looks round the room suspiciously.) For Heaven's sake,
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my dear Mark, don't talk about that ! I know nothing—I don't want to know anything

—about victories.

Steinmark.

My father's old and dearest friend cannot but rejoice
to know that his country has thrown off the yoke of a

foreigner.

Van Hoppen.

Mark, my good young friend Mark, I know nothing
of yokes. I am no patriot.

Steinmark.
No patriot, Ulick 1

Van Hoppen.
I never knew a patriot with a balance at his bankers.

Steinmark.

But, Van Hoppen, my friend, you are a leading man in

Bruges ; you are much looked upon by the guilds ;

you must take a part. You must be on one side or the

other. . . .

Belleroach.
Indeed yes ;

better have one mortal enemy than two.

Van Hoppen.

Gentlemen, I always was a friend to government.

Steinmark.

Exactly ; and, as the Austrians can't govern us any
longer, of course you cease to be their friend.
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Belleroach.
Yes. You see their weakness and, as a prudent man,

you can't afford to stick to a falling house.

SteinMARK.
Van Hoppen, my dear friend Van Hoppen ; you know
how I value my father's dearest friend. . . . Yet I

couldn't undertake to secure your life for twelve hours,
should the people hear that you are an Austrian.

Belleroach.

Your houses, goods and chattels would be destroyed
of course.

Steinmark.
Ulick Van Hoppen does not value chattels when a

principle is at stake.

Van Hoppen.

Oh, no—of course not—a principle is. . . . But,
Mark—
Steinmark.
As you say, principle of course is paramount ;

but

when high principle and self-interest point the same

way, decision seems to be easy.

Belleroach.

One would hardly choose to be ruined in a bad cause,

merely to prove that one was disinterested.

Steinmark.
Or to oppose the dictates of humanity with the object
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of securing for oneself a premature knock on the

head.

Van Hoppen.

Gentlemen, in Heaven's name, what is it you would
have me do ?

Steinmark.

Thanks, dear Van Hoppen ! Thanks, my dear old

friend, for this ready adhesion ! (Takes his hand.)

Belleroach.
Give me your hand, my worthy friend ! (Takes his

other hand.) While we three are true to each other,
we need fear nothing in Bruges.

Steinmark.
True. Truth itself is not more constant than Ulick
Van Hoppen ;

his word, once passed is irrevocable :

he is with us now, body and soul.

Belleroach.

You think then we may dispense with the oath }

Steinmark.
I really think we may. Our friend's character stands

so very high.

Belleroach.
It is usual, you know. You and I took it on our knees

;

and the secrets he must learn are vital to us both.

[Van Hoppen^ whose hands are still held, groans

bitterly.
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Steinmark.

No, Belleroach, no. He is my father's oldest friend

and a burgomaster of the city. Pledges which are

necessary from younger men should not be required
from upright, brave and honoured elders.

Belleroach.

But, Steinmark, you remember . . . (whispers to Stein-

mark).

Steinmark.
That is true, but then . . . (whispers to Belleroach).

Belleroach.

Perhaps our friend would not object ? Perhaps, as it

certainly is a rule, he would prefer complying with it ?

Van Hoppen.
Oh no, indeed I would not ! In fact I could not do it.

I could not take an oath on my knees
; it would be very

disagreeable, very disagreeable indeed.

Steinmark.
It shall not be necessary. It is dispensed with.

Belleroach.
But of course we have your solemn, plighted word ?

Steinmark.

Oh, that's of course. You may be sure Van Hoppen
will say nothing imprudent.
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Belleroach.
Then we have your assurance, sir, that you consider

yourself bound to the cause ?

[Van Happen still hesitates.

Steinmark.

Belleroach, you are wrong in this. Do you expect a

man like our friend here to be as full of words as a

giddy boy ?

Belleroach.
When my neck is to be in another man's custody, I

would at any rate wish to hear him say that he will have

a care of it.

Steinmark.
You hear what he says, Ulick. Satisfy him.

Van Hoppen.
"What is it he wants me to say ?

Steinmark.

Just a mere form of words. You can repeat them after

me,
"

I promise
—"

Van Hoppen.
I promise

—
Steinmark.
"
and swear—"

Van Hoppen.
I thought I wasn't to swear.
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Steinmark.

Well, it doesn't signify,
—"

that I will be true—"

Van Hoppen.—that I will be true—
Steinmark.
"

to the cause of Flemish liberty
—"

Van Hoppen.—cause of Flemish liberty
—

Steinmark.
"
and the arms of France."

Van Hoppen.

Oh, Lord ! I couldn't say that ! I really can't say

anything about the arms of France.

Steinmark.
It's of no consequence. Let me see—"

Flemish liberty
in Bruges."

Van Hoppen.—Flemish liberty in Bruges.

Steinmark.
That's all

;
that's quite sufficient. And now I'll point

out to you what you have to do. The burgomasters
will be assembled in the town hall in your name to-

morrow morning.
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Van Hoppen.
Assembled in my name ?

Steinmark.
Yes—in fact it's already done, and to make the matter
easier each man has received a hint of what you intend
to propose.

Van Hoppen.
What / intend to propose ?

Steinmark.

Just a simple resolution that the town should send a

deputation to the army at Jemappes, expressing its

congratulation, and declaring that the city gates will

be opened at any time to the French troops.

Van Hoppen.

Open the gates to the French troops !

Belleroach.
It will only require a little firmness, a good deal of
decision and a tone of authority.

Steinmark.
And that habit of command, which you so well know
how to assume.

Van Hoppen.

My dear, young friend Mark—
Belleroach.
We shall be there to back you, if they hesitate.
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Van Hoppen.

But, Captain Belleroach—
Steinmark.
It's the surest way you have of saving your life.

Belleroach.
And the only chance of preserving your goods. Well,
I am glad we understand each other so thoroughly.
As long as we are unanimous, the city is our own.
Good morning, good Van Hoppen. Future ages shall

hear of the conspirators of Bruges. . . . We are sure
of success, and we shall be called triumviri by the

historians. Think of that. Van Hoppen 1

[Exit Belleroach,

Van Hoppen.
Oh Mark, that I should ever live to be a rebel 1

Steinmark.
Successful rebels are heaven-born patriots and live in

the memories of all good men.

Van Hoppen.
But rebels when they fail are devilish traitors and die—
on the gallows.

Steinmark.
Then it behoves us to do our best ! We have begun
the work and must stand the chance.

Van Hoppen.
I wanted to be particularly loyal just at present.
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Steinmark.
So you shall be

; excessively loyal, superlatively loyal
—

to your country.

Van Hoppen.
Damn my country ! I mean—loyal to the govern-
ment, true to the Austrians. Do you know, I'm think-

ing of taking a wife ?

Steinmark.
You too ?

Van Hoppen.
God bless me, sir, why not ? Me too ! Why not me
as well as another ? Older men than I marry every

day.

Steinmark.
I meant no allusion to your age, man. Nothing can be
more natural than your marriage. But what has it to

do with the Austrians .''

Van Hoppen.

Why, you see, Mark, the lady is—is very conservative;
has high notions of divine right, and talks of God's
anointed—
Steinmark.
Ulick Van Hoppen about to tie himself to a domi-

neering woman's political apron-strings ?

Van Hoppen.
Not a bit, my dear fellow ! Wait till I've married and
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then see who has his own way. But a lover, you know,

Mark, must sacrifice at the shrine of beauty.

Steinmark.
You are not another of the Archduke's aides-de-camp,
are you ?

Van Hoppen.
Archduke's aides-de-camp ? What do you miean ?

No, no, I'm no aide-de-camp. But, Mark, she is such

a beauty ;
such a divine creature

; certainly the finest

woman in Flanders
;
and devoted to me—at least I've

every reason to think so.

Steinmark.
And her name ?

Van Hoppen.
Guess.

Steinmark.
It's not Madame Brudo, I hope ?

Van Hoppen.
But it is tho' ! What makes you hope it isn't her ?

Isn't she a fine woman ? Isn't she rich .''

Steinmark.
I believe she is both rich and handsome, but—
Van Hoppen.
But what, Mark ?

*->
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Steinmark.
You say she has accepted you ?

Van Hoppen.
Not absolutely accepted me. But she has gone so far

that she can't decently refuse me.

Steinmark.

Well, I wish you all success. But, Van Hoppen, I did
hear a rumour—merely a hint you know—
Van Hoppen.

Well, well. What } What was it }

Steinmark.
That she was going to be married to Captain Belleroach,
that's all. Merely a rumour, you know. . . . Don't

forget the meeting to-morrow. . . . \Exit Steinmark.

Van Hoppen.
Married to Captain Belleroach } Impossible ! Didn't
she swear to me that she'd never marry a living man
again } Didn't she declare that she had no pleasure in

any human creature, except some valued friend of

Brudo's } Didn't she say that she could trust no one
now but me } Marry such a jingling pauper as that }

Quite impossible ! \Exit,
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Margaret's Room

Margaret

Margaret.

AGAIN
become the mistress of my soul ?

"

Can it be so ? Can I again enjoy
my pure, free will, my own unfettered thoughts :

and wake once more to life's delicious perils ?

Can it be so ? And yet what ails me now,
that I am restless as a captive bird,
and feel myself a slave ? Do I not love him

fondly as heroine ever loved her hero ?

Truly I love him, knov/ his virtues well,
honour him above all men. He is one,
on whose kind breast a woman's tenderness
and timid love may safely lean for shelter.

There is no risk in loving such a man.
What ails me then ? There is a worldly leaven,
a base alloy which palliates my blood,
while his is perfect gold.
The world is very dear to me

; the names,
which men have won in thrusting over kings,
those are my darlings ; Brutus and Rienzi,
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the iron-willed Cromwell and our own Van Arteveld.

I have deemed him like to Arteveld—but, alas,

he lacks that touch of soft humanity,
which ever binds men to their weaker brethren.

The world to me is lonely ; my spirit longs
to stem its eddies, feel its varied throbs,
risk all its chances, dare its threatened perils,
and earn one triumph with a thousand pangs.
Created man was made to toil and fail,

to suffer and to hope. Who suffers most,
and yet abandons neither hope nor toil,

his is the noblest spirit.

I cannot do it ! Yet to be forsworn,
to pay a debt of truth with such a treason— !

Foully forsworn—to him who loves so well,

to him whose love—like his own lovely river—
is deep and tranquil ! But to deck myself
in bridal smiles, to place my hand in his

and swear to be his leal and loving wife,

his bosom's comforter, his life's great solace—
that were a falsehood, cruel, cruel falsehood !

I cannot be the thing that he would have me,
the woman that his fancy has created,
the tranquil treasure that his soul desires.

The lie is told. My duty now is clear—
to render back the pledge that he has given
and track my slippery pathway back to truth.

Enter Helen

Don't triumph, Nellie.
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Helen.

Triumph ? And for what ?

Why should I triumph ?

Margaret.

Why indeed, dear NelUe ?

The pressing cares and agonising doubts

of a dear friend are Httle ground for triumph.
And vet—
Helen.

What is it, child ? Prithee speak out !

Is Upsel
— ?

Margaret.
Yes. He's coming to me now.

All, all is over. I must give him back

those sweet, soft vows I loved so well to hear.

My dream of love is done. 'Twas all too short
;

and yet it cost me much. Delicious poison
—

to lose the world for love ! The cost were dear,
the pastime very fleeting and the penance

life-lasting, life-destroying.
—'Twere a bargain

fit for a fooh

Helen.
That's my dearest girl !

Your eyes are open now.

Margaret.

Stay, Helen, stay.
One jarring word, a taunt, a breath of scorn
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will drive me back to him. Fve injured him

;

tell me of that. I've turned his joy to gall
and robbed his life of lustre. Noble soul !

Tell me of that and I will bid you speak,
till my ears crack with hearing. Helen, Helen,
'tis foul to mar so fair a piece of work,
the godlike image of a perfect man.

Helen.
What's done is past recall. You cannot cure

the sore you've made by adding to the wound.
You're not fit to be Count Upsel's wife.

Margaret.
That's true. I am not fit. Alas, alas,

that he should ere have turned his face on me,
and gazed upon me with those lustrous eyes,

soft, burning, soul-subduing, full of love.

Helen.
He must be told at once.

Margaret.
This very hour.

I would not add another hour of treason

to my soul's burden, for a city's ransom.

He must be told, and I must send him from me
with studied words and cold propriety,
and bid him seek his happiness elsewhere.

Helen.
And then—what then ?—
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Margaret.

Give every nerve to Flanders,
to freedom and to France

; drown thought in action,

forget my sex and be a stirring rebel.

Helen.

Forget your sex ? No. Others won't forget it.

You cannot banish beauty from your cheek,
or the soft, doubting blush of womanhood.
You still must be a woman, still must lean
on man's more worthy arm. Both you and I

are nature's parasites, but let us cling
to the noblest forest oaks.

Margaret.

No, not the noblest.
I have discarded that

; some meaner stuff

must now suffice to prop my woman's weakness.

Helen.
Yet there is one—no nobler giant oak
towers in the forest crowd—
Margaret.

Helen, speak out.
I've lost all touch of delicate compunction,
of soft reserve and coy uncertainty.
I know I needs must marry, or sit at home
in silence, pining, scoffed at or degraded.
I am a woman and I cannot enter

the world's great tilt-yard as a single lance
;
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I need a comrade ; I had thought of that.

So now speak out.

Helen.
Mark Steinmark loves you yet.

Margaret.
No word of love—
Helen.

Yet such deep love as his

may well deserve a recompense of love.

Margaret.
I cannot give it. Do I not love Upsel ?

Can I love both ? If it will suit your brother

to join his lot with mine, to meet with me
the troubles and the perils of the world,
I'll give his every wish my full observance,
and make his duties mine. So much from me,
dear Helen, you may say. But say no more—
no word of love—no, not another lie !

But yes ; say this much. Tell him that my heart

by slow degrees will drop its favourite image ;

that not a thought shall turn back with regret
to him I now am leaving ; that my mind
shall lend its every struggle to the cause

we both embrace together. Tell him this
;

then let him take or leave me.

Helen.
Dearest Meg !

My more than friend, my sister ! Dearest Meg 1
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I'll to him straight and fill him full of joy.
And, Meg,—believe me, girl, a softer feeling

—
Margaret.
No ! No soft feelings ! I am done with such !

They nearly overwhelm me. Not again
shall my heart sink to love. The dead sea fruit,

so luscious to the eye but inwardly
all foul decay, is not more false than love.

And now away ! He will be here anon,
and I must meet him with a marble brow
and freeze him into ice.

Helen.
Prithee be firm.

His voice will move you else.

Margaret.
Firm as a rock !

Now leave me, Nell.

Helen.

Courage, courage, courage !

You know you're right in this, and therefore courage !

[Exit Helen.

Margaret.
'*

I know I'm right in this, and therefore courage 1

"

Why, yes ; I'm right. I cannot but be right.
What prompts me else to rip my heart asunder,
and tear its treasures out ? I must be right

—
and therefore courage ! I will meet him sitting,
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else should I sink and fall beneath his feet,

grovel in the dust and, suppliant, ask for pardon.
I will not rise, nor move, not stir a limb.

He'll think I've got no heart—
[She sits silent awhile listening.

Ah—now he comes !

How I do tremble !
—No—I cannot sit—(rising)

Enter Upsel.

Count Upsel, I have sent—
Upsel.

Behold I come.

No gentler swain with more obedient haste

e'er graced a lady's message. Well ? Your answer }

When shall we get to our sweet Lindenbrock }

Margaret.
Never !

Upsel.

What }

Margaret.
Never—that is, together never. . . .

Upsel.

What play is this }

Margaret.
A sorry play indeed—

Upsel.

Sorry enough, my would-be tragic queen !

You are not good at the trick.
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Margaret.
It must be played to the last wretched scene.

Count Upsel, I have wronged you. Sir, you came
with a true tale of honest, upright love,
and tendered me your heart—which I accepted.
I now give up my claim to it, and resign
the noble place I held in your esteem,
release you from your vows, return your pledges,
and humbly ask your pardon. . . .

Upsel.

Margaret.
Sir-

Margaret

Upsel.

What, still the play ? Come, act it out at once,
and let me know the moral ! By my word,
the part does not become you ! Well, what next ?

Margaret.
What shall I say ? How reach his trusting ear,
and make him know me for the thing I am ?

Count Upsel, I am false—
^yes, false as hell.

I've sworn to be your wife
;

I am forsworn.
I've given you my troth

;
I now retract it.

I've pledged to you my heart
;

I now reclaim it.

I've sat and listened to your honey words,
and heard you plan my future joys and duties,
while I did know how vain was all your care.
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But love was sweet, so sweet

;
and I, weak woman,

sucked in the subtle poison.

Upsel.

Margaret—
Margaret.
Believe me, sir, I cannot be your wife.

Upsel.
Is there a meaning in these frantic words,
or are they folly ?

Margaret.

Yes, a bitter meaning.
The folly now is over.

Upsel.
What ? My idol,

my sum of worldly wealth, my single treasure !

You will not be my bride ? Speak, woman, speak,
and know I have a heart, a human heart,

a loving heart, which ill can brook such usage.

Margaret.

Sir, it is so.

Upsel.
And there's an end of all !

Have you a cause for this great perjury :

Margaret.

My deep demerits, which would mar your virtues,
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are cause enough. I cannot be your wife.

I'm promised to another.

Upsel.

What, already ?

Already promised ? Pouf ! You're false indeed 1

Your heart is soon transferred ! And may I ask

who is the he, who reigns triumphant now,
and boasts the treasure I had thought to own .''

Margaret.
Mark Steinmark, sir—

Why, this is very madness
Upsel.

Mark Steinmark !

Margaret.

Sir, I know I've wronged you much,
deceived you past all pardon, injured you
most foully. 'Twas in loving you I did so

;

'twas when I took the hand you proffered me,
and made the promise which I now must break.

In breaking it I do you no disservice.

[Exit Margaret.

Upsel.
I am amazed, and beyond my wont

put past all sober thinking. What, not mine 1

Not be my wife, my friend, my soul, my all !

Hearts then are naught, and nothing can be trusted.
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The earth is all one hell, peopled with angels ;

the fairest are the furthest fallen from heaven.

Why, she has sworn she loved me, till her vows
were countless as the stars

;
has hung on me,

as tho' she drew her life from out mine eyes ;

has clung around me with such pretty love,

as well becomes a maiden bride betrothed,

but else were lewdness and rank harlotry.
How I did worship her and lose myself
in joy profuse and ecstasies of love !

What—Steinmark's wife 1 The fairest pearl of the

land

thrown to so gross a swine—a broken rebel—
a needy bankrupt, whose unthrifty life

is forfeit for his treason ! Wife to Steinmark !

Why, he would drag her through a world of filth,

steep her in misery, stifle her sweet virtue,

make her a thing of shame and needy shifts.

And turn her then adrift to pine and die

in some dark corner. ... I'll to your father, lady 1

You walk and dream and chatter what you know not.

I will not take this answer from your lips. [Exit.
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A Sitting Room

Madame Brudo and Jeannette

{Madame Brudo is lying on the sofa. Enter Jeannette.)

Madame Brudo.

WELL,
child ? What new disturbance now ?

It is hard that a lone widow cannot be allowed

that solitude for which she pines.

Jeannette.
A young officer, Madame, waits below.

Madame Brudo.
Oh yes, the archducal aide-de-camp. He has come
about the papers

—
poor Brudo's last request. (Soh.)

A steady, sedate young man, is he not, but somewhat
worn with these late wars.

Jeannette.

Very sedate, Madame, I should say, and as sweet as

ambergris and new gloves can make him.

Madame Brudo.
He is a brave soldier, true and loyal to his Emperor.
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Show him up, Jeannette. (Exit Jeannette.) Heigho !

What was it he was saying to me ? It is all vanity,

vanity, vanity ;
but yet

—the woman whose heart does

not warm to valour and loyalty deserves neither a

soldier to defend her nor a sovereign to rule over her.

Enter Belleroach.

Sir, your most obedient servant.

Belleroach.

Madame, I fear this liberty
—

Madame Brudo.

Sir, the uniform of my Emperor excuses everything.
The trusted soldiers of her Prince will always be

welcome to the widow of Brudo. Ah, Captain Belle-

roach, how Brudo loved his royal master !

Belleroach.

Madame, I know it well. His name stood high with

all the court. The Emperor himself would take no
drink, that was not warmed on one of Brudo's stoves.

"-)

Madame Brudo.
Ah me ! That such a man should ever die. . . .

Belleroach.

The common lot of mortal men, sweet lady. Brudo
was mortal, therefore Brudo died—'Twas well for me
he did so.

Madame Brudo.
What } Well for you that my poor Brudo died }—that my dear, angel, sainted Brudo died } Oh, cruel
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wretch to say so ! How I hate you ! By that fair hand
I swear I hate you ! {Puts out her hand.)

Belleroach.

{Kneeling and taking her hand^ By this fair hand, I

swear I love you, Madame. By this fair hand—
Enter Jeannette

Madame Brudo.
A thousand pardons, Captain ! Do not mind it—the

servant, sir, shall seek for it in the morning
—

Belleroach.

{On his knees.) It must have rolled this way. I'm sure

it did and yet I cannot find it. {Rises.)

Jeannette.
Madame, the worshipful burgomaster Van Hoppen is

below. He says that he comes by appointment.

Madame Brudo.
Oh yes

—kind Ulick Van Hoppen, a good friendly
man of this city. Captain Belleroach. He is concerned

in the affairs of my poor dear husband. {Sol's.) I am
but little fit to pore over figures, and talk of money, but

yet I must see him. ... In a few minutes, child
; say

ten minutes—{Exit Jeannette.) But to rejoice at my
poor husband's death—a man—a man—a man

{sobbing) that never harmed you
—and you a soldier

too—an Imperial soldier—an aide-de-camp
—

! For

shame, sir ; fie, for shame 1
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Belleroach.

{Again kneeling?) By this fair hand—{takes her hand

again').

Re-enter Jeannette.

Jeannette.
The burgomaster, Madame, bids me say

—
Belleroach.

Upon my soul, I cannot find it, Madame !

Madame Brudo.

Well, child ? What is it the burgomaster says ? Why
can't he wait ten minutes ? Really, Captain, you are

taking a great deal of unnecessary trouble, going about

on your knees in that manner. The child will think

you have some object.

Belleroach.

{^Still
on his knees.) No object in life, my good girl,

except to find a—a—a ring that has gone astray.

Jeannette.
Laws, sir, don't trouble yourself 1 Let me look for it.

I'm very good at finding. A wedding ring is it } {She

kneels.)

Belleroach.

{Aside to Jeannette^ S^'^^^S ^^^ money^ Don't let that

burgomaster come up till I leave your mistress, and I'll

find you in ribbons for the whole winter. {Aloud) Ah,
I've got it 1 Allow me, Madame, to restore the jewel
to its lovely resting place. {Puts a ring on her finger^
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Jeannette.
The burgomaster, Madame, bids me say he'll be with

you in ten minutes.

Madame Brudo.
That'll do, Jeannette. [Exil Jeannette.

Belleroach.

Madame, by this fair hand—
Madame Brudo.
No more kneeling, Captain Belleroach

; prithee no
more kneeling. It is so troublesome to have to bid

men rise, and as to talking to a man on his knees, I'd

as lief talk to an ass. Sir, you must take back your
ring ;

I fear it has some meaning.

Belleroach.

Meaning, Madame } No meaning in life, Madame,
but love

; nothing but love—unutterable, unalterable,

unquenchable love ! The poor ring, Madame, means

nothing else. . . .

Madame Brudo.

Captain Belleroach, are you aware, sir, that I am a—
a—a widow {sobs)

—a poor, lone widow—Brudo's

widow-— }

Belleroach.

Yes, Madame ; yes, indeed ! What a cold, what a

melancholy word it is ! Widow ! How it makes one
shudder ! How it freezes the blood ! Long, cold,
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lonely nights

—
solitary mornings

—comfortless meals—
tedious hours—melancholy evenings

—and then again
the long, cold, cold, lonely, lonely night. . . .

Madame Brudo.
But the heart. Captain Belleroach, the widowed heart !

The heart that has known love's joys, and has lost the

precious object which bestowed them— ! It cannot

be warmed with a second affection. The crystal goblet
that has once been cracked will never again ring sound.

The scarlet thread that has once faded will never recover

its brilliant hue. And moreover. Captain Belleroach—
Belleroach.

Madame, I'm all attention.

Madame Brudo.

You, sir, are an Austrian officer.

Belleroach.

Yes, Madame
;

an Austrian officer, aide-de-camp to

the Archduke, Captain of Cuirassiers, Chevalier of the

Noble Order of the Two Iron Crowns, and Com-
mandant of the Military College of Saint Stefano of

Hungaria. (Aside) I couldn't well be more, unless

I made myself a Prince Field-Marshal, or a Ban of

Croatia. . . .

Madame Brudo.
It is not for myself I enquire. I am a widow—Brudo's

widow—and can never again allow my heart to ring

responsive to the throb of love
;

but your martial
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appearance, your noble air, your military exploits and

your devotion to your Imperial Master have interested

me. Is it not true, sir, that officers in your Service

cannot marry ?

Belleroach.

Quite true, Madame, as regards officers generally.
The archducal aides-de-camp are specially excepted.

Madame Brudo.
Oh—that is a privilege ?

Belleroach.
I never thought it such till now, but now—indeed I

value it. Ah, Madame, if the most devoted affection,

the truest love—
[Takes Madame Brudo's hand. She turns away

her head.

Madame Brudo.

Never, never 1

Belleroach.

Ah, do not say that chilling word ! Sweet lady,
mistress of my soul, queen of beauty

—
Enter Van Hop pen

Damn the burgomaster 1

Madame Brudo.

Adieu, Captain Belleroach. Do not forget to lay my
humble duty at the feet of your royal master, and say
that my warmest prayers shall be given for the success

of the Archduke.
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Van Hoppen.

{Aside) What does she mean by his royal master ?

Madame Brudo.

Ah, my dear friend the burgomaster
—

Captain Belle-

roach, let me make known to you a very worthy man,

Burgomaster Van Hoppen, of high repute in Bruges
and devoted to the interests of the Imperial cause. This

gallant officer, my friend, is Captain Belleroach of the

Austrian Cuirassiers, Commandant of the Military

College of Saint Stefano and aide-de-camp to His

Royal Highness the Archduke Charles.

Belleroach.

{Bowing) Sir, your most obedient, very humble servant.

Van Hoppen.

Why, Captain
—Oh, very well. Sir, your most

obedient, very humble servant. {Aside) There's some

plot here.

Madame Brudo.

Adieu, Captain Belleroach, adieu.

[She backs him off to the door.

Belleroach.

Madame, adieu. I humbly kiss your hand.

[Exit Belleroach.

Madame Brudo.
A very good young man and likely to rise in the

Imperial Service. He had business with me. But

those officers have such a way of gallantry in all they
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do, that you would almost have thought he was making
love to me.

Van Hoppen.

Well, now you mention it, it was like it.

Madame Brudo.
Wasn't it ? Ha ha—poor man ! He is devoted to a

beautiful wife, who is crying her eyes out, in Vienna.

Van Hoppen.
Devoted to a wife in Vienna ?

Madame Brudo.
A most beautiful woman, moving in the highest circles.

Van Hoppen.
An Austrian officer, is he .''

Madame Brudo.
Yes ; and Captain of Cuirassiers.

Van Hoppen.

Aide-de-camp to the Archduke, isn't he ?

Madame Brudo.
And greatly trusted by the Commander-in-Chief.

Van Hoppen.
Didn't you say he was Commandant of a College ?

Madame Brudo.

Yes; the Military College of Saint Stefano of Hungaria.
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Van Hoppen.

Madame, he's a humbug—an impostor
—a liar—a

traitor—a rebel—a conspirator
—a—a—a—

Madame Brudo.
Goodness me, burgomaster ! What is the meaning of

this ? I believe you never saw that gentleman before.

Van Hoppen.
I say he's a conspirator ! He an aide-de-camp ! He
a Commandant ! He greatly trusted 1 I tell you,

Madame, no one would trust him for a pair of new
shoes—(whispering)

—him, a sworn conspirator against
the Emperor !

Madame Brudo.
You are mistaken, burgomaster ;

indeed you are

mistaken.

Van Hoppen.

Why, it's not two hours since—Never mind ; don't

trust a word he says. He is an impostor, a traitor.

Don't believe him, if he says he ain't. And, Madame
Brudo, he hasn't a sou in the world

;
he carries his

fortune on his back. It is my belief he pawned one of

his two shirts to pay for the gloves he had on him.

Commandant indeed !

Madame Brudo.
It makes no matter, burgomaster. He's nothing to

either of us, you know.
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Van Hoppen.
Oh dear, no

; nothing at all. Only—your soft, con-

fiding heart, your trusting nature might be deceived. . . .

Madame Brudo.
What can be his object, burgomaster ?

Van Hoppen.
Never mind him, dear Madame Brudo. Whatever

may be his object, he shall not harm you, as long as

Van Hoppen is burgomaster in Bruges.

Madame Brudo.

Thanks, kind friend
;

a thousand thanks for this

solicitude. I want the kindness of a friend now, of one
who knew him to whom I was so devoted.

Van Hoppen.
Madame Brudo, I would give the world, if I had it, to

console you and comfort you.

Madame Brudo.
I know you would ; I'm sure you would. But sit down,

my dear friend. {Both sit.) Ah, burgomaster, I never

can be consoled, never can be comforted !

Van Hoppen.

Madame, do not say so, or you will break my heart.

(Takes out his handkerchief^ Why should you not be

happy again ? Come, Madame Brudo, come ! (Draws
his chair nearer to hers) It is wrong to indulge in grief.
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Madame Brudo.

Oh, burgomaster, burgomaster, you don't know what
it is to be a widow !

Van Hoppen.
I don't ; I'll own I don't ; but I can guess the feeling—I have my acute feelings, Madame, as well as another.

Madame Brudo.
What ? You were never married, were you?

Van Hoppen.
No—not yet

—I was never married yet
—but—oh,

Madame Brudo ! [Draws his chair nearer.

Madame Brudo.
But what } Ah, I understand ! You are in love.

Van Hoppen.
Yes—

Madame Brudo.
And you would make a confidant of me ?

Van Hoppen.
Yes—

Madame Brudo.

Speak then, my friend. Unbosom yourself to me.
Pour into my friendly ears all your hopes and all your
fears, and I will give you encouragement

—or at any
rate consolation. Who is the she for whom your
faithful heart is sighing }
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Van Hoppen.

(On his knees.) Madame, there she sits !

Madame Brudo.
Who ? Me ? Oh, burgomaster, you are laughing
at me. • • •

Van Hoppen.

No, on my honour ! Madame, I love you 1 Madame,
I dote on you ! Madame, I'd die for you

—if I

thought it would do you any good.

Madame Brudo.

Rise, sir, pray rise. This is most unseemly. Do you
not remember that I am Brudo's widow ^ Do you not

know that my heart lies cold in Brudo's grave } Pray,

sir, rise.

Van Hoppen.

(Rising.) Madame Brudo, I will make you the happiest
woman in Bruges. You shall have your own fortune

for pin-money. I want to marry you for love, Madame,
not for money.

Madame Brudo.
Fortune ! Trash !

Van Hoppen.

Well, well, I can't say it's trash, though I am as

indifferent to money as any man. Do you know,

Madame, I have five thousand francs a year in rents ?—
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Madame Brudo.
God give you comfort with it, sir.

Van Hoppen.—and the best furnished house in Bruges ?—
Madame Brudo.
What's furniture to me ? Can chairs and sofas soothe

a widowed heart ? Can rosewood tables ease a mind
diseased ? What's furniture to me ?

Van Hoppen.

Madame, be not so cold. {Takes her hand.) Brudo is

dead—poor Brudo—
Madame Brudo.

(^Sobbing.) Poor Brudo—
Van Hoppen.

Well, and I shall die some day, and then you shall shed

a tear and say
'*
Poor Van Hoppen." Come, come ;

say the word and be a happy, smiling woman once

again !

Madame Brudo.
Never !

Van Hoppen.

Tush, tush ! Care killed a cat. Never say
"
Never

"
!

Come, my beauty ; come, my darling poppet ;
think

better of it ! (P«/j his arm round her waist and tries to

kiss Madame Brudo^ but she prevents him.)
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Enter Jeannette.

Jeannette.
Oh dear ! I beg pardon, Madame—I didn't mean—

[Exit Jeannette,
Madame Brudo.

My character is compromised. Alas, alas, what will

become of me ?

Van Hoppen.
Be Madame Van Hoppen, and then let us see who dare

compromise your character.

Madame Brudo.

Sir, I am a poor, weak woman, and your beguiling words
have surprised me at an unguarded moment. I must
leave you now. My feelings cannot bear the strain

of a longer interview. I pray you think no more of

this, and remember me henceforward as one whose
better part lies buried with her husband.

[Exit Madame Brudo.

Van Hoppen.

Well, I think it'll do
;

I think she's coming round.

Drat that girl, she came in at the very nick ! My,
what a delicious kiss she could give a man ! At any
rate, I've done for that fellow Belleroach. He's a

pauper, a beggar, a mere walking stick of a man—
Aide-de-camp to the Archduke ! Military Com-
mandant ! [Exit laughing.

end of act two
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ACT THREE. Scene One

Steinmark's Chamber

Helen and Steinmark

Steinmark.

A ND this truly, then, is the message she sends ?

^^~^ She has rejected Upsel, and is now willing to

accept the offer I once made her ?

Helen.

Truly and simply that
;

and I, in your name, have

assured her of your love, gratitude and obedience.

Steinmark.
Yes ; you women always think that everything can be

sacrificed to your pretty faces ! Pretty faces are pretty

things, and none can be prettier than Margaret's ; but

at times even pretty faces are superfluous.

Helen.
You do not hesitate ? You do not mean to say that

you doubt whether you will take her ?

Steinmark.
This change in her is sheer frenzy. What ! Reject
Count Upsel, the wealthiest gentleman in the Nether-
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lands

; young, handsome and a scholar
;

noble by
birth and one of nature's noblemen ? Reject Count

Upsel, to throw herself at me, whose chiefest merit

is a restless daring which renders me unfit to be a

husband— !

Helen.

Why, Mark, you sought her for your wife with loudest

protestations of love ! How often have you implored
me for dearest charity to whisper your vows into the

ears of my friend and back them with all my skill ?

Steinmark.
True

;
I did so once. We have all had our mad

moments, as the old proverb says.

Helen.
I never despaired for you: I always gave you encourage-
ment

; and now, when I have succeeded in disturbing
the match which was the destruction of all your hopes

—
Steinmark.
Tou succeeded— ? Then you have been a false friend

and a wicked woman !

Helen.

Ungrateful 1 I have been a loving sister and a true

friend. Margaret and Count Upsel would make each

other wretched. He is by nature prone to tranquillity :

she is ambitious ; she has all the qualities you should

seek in a wife
; you have those which she admires.
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Steinmark.
Did she not love this Count ?

Helen.
Love is a vain toy

—so at least she regards it.

Steinmark.
But she did love him ?

Helen.
Yes ; I will not say but that she loved him once.

Steinmark.
So did I her. But as she has mastered her passion, so

have I mine.

Helen.
What ? Are you so senseless, so cold, so inanimate,
that you no longer feel a desire for beauty ? Have you
no pride that the possession of so rare a treasure would

gratify .'' Did not this Count come between you and

your joy ;
and must it not delight you to know that

you, and not he, are the chosen of his heart's darling ?

Steinmark.

Why, yes. I must own to that
;

I must confess that

there is so much of the devil's blackness in me.

Helen.
Tush ! You are mortal man and, as such, cannot wish

to see her, whom you chose as a bride, in the arms of

another.
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Steinmark.
And what must Upsel feel ?

Helen.
I have studied your feeHngs, Mark, not Count Upsel's;
Count Upsel is not my brother. But I did not come
to argue ; I little thought that there would be need of

argument. Tell me at a word—shall she be your wife ,''

I will not let my friend fall to the ground between the

two.

Steinmark.

Helen, you should have sounded me before you
persuaded her to this breach.

Helen.
Shall she be your wife ?

Steinmark.

My wife—
Helen.
What else ? You would not have her for your mistress ?

Oh, that such an offer should go a-begging ! Once
more I ask you

—Shall Margaret de Wynter be wife

to you or to Count Upsel ?

Steinmark.
Was ever a man summoned to execution on so short

a notice ? Well—I surrender
;

and at the earliest

opportunity will once more lay my broken fortunes at

Margaret's feet.
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Helen.
That's my brother ! I knew you could not really
hesitate. Don't I know you love her .''

Steinmark.

Well, well ; my part shall be done. Here comes our

gay friend Belleroach, up to his eyes in matrimony. . . .

Enter Belleroach

Well, has the

widow capitulated .'' Has the coup de main been

successful }

Belleroach.
The besieging force has made a fair lodgment in the

outer town, but the citadel has not yet absolutely
surrendered. Ma'amselle, I crave permission to kiss

your hand. Steinmark, the time is come at which I

and my fair widow should be arrested.

Steinmark.
What can I do } The Austrian soldiers still hold

the gates. You must wait till to-morrow or the next

day. . . .

Belleroach.

Impossible. If I wait another sunrise, I shall find her

blooming forth to the world as Madame Van Hoppen.
She is beginning to suspect my connections with the

Archduke, and that treacherous burgomaster is under-

mining me.
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Helen.

Captain Belleroach, could you not make the lady believe

that the city was already in the hands of the rebels ?

Belleroach.
I think I might. She pretends to be dreadfully afraid

of the French, and she would not think her virtue safe

for an hour if unprotected by Austrian bayonets.

Helen.

Urge her to escape from Bruges ; assure her that the

gates and Castle are in possession of the French party
and that your own life is in imminent hazard.

Belleroach.
I fear she would not risk much to save it.

Helen.
Oh yes ;

she would do much for the sake of the Arch-

duke. She has a passport prepared for her late husband,
for

"
Poor, poor Brudo." Make her understand that

the French will be happy to allow merchants and such-

like to pass out, but that an Austrian officer, if caught,
would be surely guillotined and an archducal aide-de-

camp drawn and quartered.

Steinmark.
And then run off with her, disguised as her own late

husband ! Helen's plan is not a bad one.

Belleroach.
But every one knows that Brudo is dead.
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Steinmark.
No

;
the soldiers know nothing about it. And what if

they did ? They will not trouble themselves with you.
Your object will be to get quietly out of the town, and
no one will meddle with you.

Belleroach.
Has she Brudo's coats and cloaks ?

Helen.
Indeed she has

;
and his frills and hats and every other

appendage, complete down to his walking stick. It

was only yesterday she showed them to me all, and
declared they were the greatest of her treasures.

Belleroach.
At any rate I will try it.

Steinmark.
There is no knowing what effects the garments of dear

Brudo may have on her heart !

Helen.

Oh, be assured her affections will warm, at the sight of

the accustomed cloak. And remember. Captain Belle-

roach, Brudo had a slight shake in his right arm and
suffered much from lumbago ;

he always tottered with

a stick, and was very profuse with his snuff.

Belleroach.
I will be prepared with both stick and snuff. If once

I get her beyond the walls, I will make her pay me for

all my trouble.
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Helen.
I will prepare her maid Jeannette. You will want her

assistance in getting the widow out of the house. Good

morning, Captain Belleroach
;

I wish you all success

with your wife. [Exit Belleroach.

Mark, you will go at once to Margaret, will you not ?

Steinmark.

Yes, at once. I have but little time to lose in looking
for a mistress. [Exeunt.
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Room in de JVynters House

Madame Brudo and Jeannette

Madame Brudo.

REJECTED
him ? It is not possible !

Reject Count Upsel ?

Jeannette.
Madame, indeed she has.

Madame Brudo.

Rejected him .''
—The richest man in Flanders,

owner of Lindenbrock, and learned too
;

a real Adonis
;
a most proper man ;

a very pundit at the sciences—
Rejected him .''

Jeannette.
Yes, and most scornfully

—
bade him no longer to frequent the house ;

swore that she loved him not, nor ever did
;

declared she would be no man's slave alive,

not tho' he swarmed in riches—no, not she— ;

and then broke out in such an ecstasy
of love and craze for Steinmark—
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Madame Brudo.

God-a-mercy ! Love for Steinmark ? Nonsense !

Jeannette.
Yes indeed, Madame ;

'twas that that set the Count beyond all bearing
and made him call for swords.

Madame Brudo.
A brazen hussy !

And did she tell him she would marry Steinmark ?

Jeannette.
Indeed she did

;
I heard her with my ears.

Madame Brudo.
A foolish, frantic hussy ! Here she comes,
as calm and cool as tho' she had the choice

of all the men in Flanders.

Enter Margaret

Niece, niece, niece,

why, what is this }

Margaret.
What is it, gentle aunt }

Madame Brudo.

Rejected your own betrothed, your promised husband .''

Your own choice and your father's—What 1 Dismiss
a man of birth and wealth, a noble man
the richest man of the day, a gallant Count,
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as tho' he were some ballad-humming captain,
some soldier out at elbows— !

Margaret.
Dear aunt, we were not made to match each other.

Madame Brudo.
Not made to match ! Why, girls are born to match,
when matches come with fitting means to back them.
The richest man in Brabant or in Flanders ;

and steady too—no drinking, gambling rebel,
no cut-and-thrust, false, bragging reprobate,
cram full of secret plots and traitor's oaths—
but a true gentleman, of noble aspect,
unlimited in wealth—Oh, Margaret 1 . . . .

Margaret.

Nay, chide me not, kind aunt. 'Tis now past cure
;

Upsel and I are strangers.

Madame Brudo.

Jeannette, a chair 1

Reach me a fan, child. You and Upsel strangers ?

'Tis more than failing nature can endure.

Your father dreams and has no touch of wisdom ;

he cannot give you counsel. I have seen

and know the world and have a right to speak ;

so mark me, Margaret.
—Did you ever think

what 'tis to be a countess .''

Margaret.
No indeed. . . .
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Madame Brudo.
It is to shine with gems, to go arrayed
in the soft fabrics made by Eastern wealth

;

it is to have your equals serving you,
as humble handmaids to your gracious pleasure ;

to walk before the ladies of the land,

and, while you loiter whispering lazy words,
to watch a score of proud dames waiting still

till you may choose to move
;

to be served first,

take the first seat and see all others stand

till you may please to sit
;

it is to smile,
be affable, and blandly condescend

to those who once out-topped you, and again

forget their very presence. Do you know
the joys of wealth, of boundless, endless wealth,
of countless wealth ? Never to want in vain

;

to feel yourself the envied of your friends,

the happy cynosure of surrounding eyes
—

Have you not thought of this ?

Margaret.
Not much, indeed. . . .

Madame Brudo.
You are a very child. All these delights,
this swelling dignit}', this use of wealth,
this post of honour in the world's esteem

you would forswear. And why ? What is it frets you ?

Yield to him, child, and own his faultless wisdom ;

learn to succumb awhile, be subject to him ;

but when the irrevocable word is spoken
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and the ring on, take your high place at once,

assume your dignity and be yourself.

Margaret.
The part requires an actor of more skill

than I could use. I fear it would not suit me.

Madame Brudo.
And will you marry Steinmark, a base beggar ?

Margaret.

Hold, hold ! I will not hear such bitter words.

So prithee, aunt, give o'er.

Madame Brudo.
A very beggar,

whose dirty treasons—
Margaret.

Silence !
—He is here—

Enler Steinmark.

Madame Brudo.
What care I for his presence ? A base beggar

—
I speak of you, sir.—
Steinmark.
Madame !

Madame Brudo.—One whose treason,

whose plotting schemes and abject treachery

are public and abhorred. What, do you dream ?
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De Wynter's daughter be the mate, the trull,

the wretched slave of a loose, scrambling rebel ?

Steinmark.

Madame, your tongue is licensed and your words

are soft as dew. When beauty deigns to scold,

valour may safely risk a pleasant freedom,
which else were simply rude. I kiss your hand.

Did not your niece's presence somewhat quell me,

your lips should be my mark.

Madame Brudo.

Impertinent !

My lips and hands are loyal ;
never yet

did traitor's touch defile them. Sir, your presence
is quite unneeded here. Sir, you intrude.

You are unmannerly
—How like a clown

he gapes and stands aghast ! He's not to blame ;

he never learnt the knack of gentle breeding. . . .

Margaret.

Pray do not mind her, sir.

Madame Brudo.

What, Margaret !

Are you my brother's daughter, and encourage
this slanderous rebel to revile your aunt ?

Unhappy girl
—

Margaret.
At my request he came.
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Madame Brudo.

Unhappy girl, that has no sense of duty,
no love of kin, no pride, no maiden shame !

I blush for you indeed !

[Exeunt Madame Brudo and Jeannette.

Steinmark.
A very pretty lady. Somewhat loud,
but perhaps not more so than her theme required.
What tale is this of Helen's ?

Margaret.
A true tale.

Steinmark.
A wondrous tale, if true. Count Upsel gone :

his wealth abandoned and his name rejected ;

your former hopes all quelled and his great love

made nothing in the scale—Can this be so }

Margaret.

Yes, it is so.

Steinmark.
And you are now content

to try with me the fortunes of a life,

which must be rough and perilous .''

Margaret.
I am.

Steinmark.
Once on my knees I was a pressing suitor,

eager to win a smile with vows of love
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as true as urgent. Then you bade me leave you,

and, wisely as I deemed it, gave to another

the heart I longed to own.

Margaret.
It was not wise.

Could wisdom bring such sorry proof to growth ?

Steinmark.
I deemed it so. It did not anger me ;

not for an hour. No, not a moment's wrath

defiled the love I bore you ; but in silence,

with long endeavour and with great resolve,

I mastered the strong passion. This was done
;

the effort was complete ;
the task was over—

when I was told the tale which brought me here.

Margaret.

Well, sir ?

Steinmark.
'Twas very wonderful. Nay, was it not .''

Count Upsel's wife or mine—'Tis heaven or hell

as most men would regard it. He a prince,
a topping man in the world, a leading star,

a very king of men ; while I a rebel ;

as that kind lady said—a plotting traitor.

I have nor house, nor home, nor land, nor
city.

If all my warmer wishes come to bear,
a camp will be my shelter ; the rough drums
which muster young recruits the softest music

which e'er shall greet my ears
; my richest banquet
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the hasty leavings of some royal flight.
That's my success. The adverse picture shows
a soldier's grave

—or else a traitor's gibbet.

Margaret.
Such is the lot it is my wish to share.

You, sir, have chosen it for sundry reasons,
and why not I ?

Steinmark.
'Tis not for me to plead

Count Upsel's cause, or teach you to prefer
his splendid home. I have not heard unmoved
the message of your love.

Margaret.
I said not

"
love."

Steinmark.

Well, well
; how shall I name it and not seem

to boast the favour shown me ? Margaret,
despite my strength, my pride, my stern resolve,
I. feel I love you still. I lack the spirit,
the stoic nerve which should refuse the prize
now placed within my grasp.

Margaret.

Mark, let us know the terms of that compact,
by which we hope to bind us to each other.

I come not to you as a courtly woman,
to burden you with cares and pretty wants
and all the trinkets of a lady's toilet.

Were these things to my mind, could these suffice,
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I might enjoy them

;
but they please me not.

I will not be an ornament, a gem
to deck the table of a wealthy lord ;

I yearn for other cares and sterner duties.

Such I may share with you. Your energy
and high ambition grace a noble work.

I'll be your partner.

Steinmark.

My friend and counsellor. .

Margaret.

Yes, Mark, your friend. It is a noble name,
the noblest man can give

—
your friend and wife.

I do not crave the worship of a lover ;

I hate the honeyed terms and cloying prattle,

with which men strive to sweeten the contempt

they feel for women. Not a compliment
or courtly phrase but argues low esteem

and lack of confidence. Soft mincing speeches
and pretty words spoken with bated breath

assure me that I'm taken for a fool.

Steinmark.
You need not fear such sugar-candied terms

from my rough tongue. My days of dalliance,

of carpet-service and of tending ladies

are clean gone by.

Margaret.
Yes, Mark, you are a soldier ;

and as a soldier's bride I offer you
the hand I once refused.
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Steinmark.

I take it, lady,
—

frankly as it is offered ; prize it much,
and hope to use it well. I must enforce

one pledge to ratify our sudden contract.

Nay, nay, it shall not be refused ! {Kisses her,)

[Exit Margaret.

What, gone } And stole my kiss unpaid for !

This is the very fever of ambition,
the frenzy of an over-heated brain !

It irks my conscience—blunt as that may be—
to take her at her word.

" A scrambling rebel
"—

the widow there spoke well. A scrambling rebel

is no meet match for a dainty darling.
And yet this Count, this happy, wealthy man,
to-morrow may be beggared, wanting bread

;

or, likelier still, lying all stiff and stark,

by some indignant patriot hacked to death.

The world's so topsy-turvy, that with me
her chance may be as good. Yes, Nell was right ;

to rob Count Upsel of his promised bride

and pluck the feather from his prosperous cap
is pleasant work enough. But then—my

"
wife

"
.''

It is an old-world word, an ugly word.

To go before a priest and barter vows
and trip it with a ring between my fingers. . . .

I doubt, dear lady, you must give up that—
these marriage vows are somewhat out of fashion. . . .

[Exit.
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Ante-room in de Wynter's House

Van Hoppen and Jeannette

Van Hoppen.

"VT'OU think she surely loves me then ?

Jeannette.
Loves you ? I am sure she does ! If you could only
hear how she talks of you. "After all," says she,

"dear Ulick is a comfortable man."

Van Hoppen.
Did she call me " dear ?

" Did she call me Ulick ? Did
she call me "

comfortable
"

? Well, I am comfort-

able
; thank God, I am comfortable.

Jeannette.
Oh dear, she can't abide poorness, can't Madame
Brudo.

"
My second, if ever I have one," says she,

"
must be above meanness and v/ant and all manner

of misery."
" The burgomaster," says she,

"
is

reckoned the most comfortable bachelor in Bruges."
Those were her very words.
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Van Hoppen.

Jenny, my dear, the serving-girls in my house fare better

than ever a beggarly captain of them all at his own
table

;
and I never sit down to dinner by myself without

three courses. Here, my dear, a little trifle . . . put
it in your pocket. (Gives her money.)

Jeannette.
Oh, sir !

—Well, I'm sure I didn't expect it—Laws,
and if here isn't Captain Belleroach 1

—
Enter Belleroach

Van Hoppen.
Belleroach ? Impudent intruder ! {Walks close up to

Belleroach and stares in his face.) Well, sir ?

Belleroach.

Well, sir .?

Van Hoppen.

Well, sir ? The person you want to see is not at

home, sir.

Belleroach.

Jeannette
—

Jeannette.
Sir .? .

Belleroach.
Give Madame Brudo my duty, and tell her I am

waiting to receive her orders
;
and that I leave Bruges

in a few hours.
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Jeannette.
Yes, sir.

Van Hoppen.

And, Jeannette
—

Jeannette.
Sir?

Van Hoppen.
Tell Madame Brudo, with my compliments, that I am

waiting on her pleasure. Urgent business makes me
somewhat pressing.

Jeannette.
Yes, sir. [Exit Jeannette.

Van Hoppen.

Captain Belleroach, might I presume to ask when you
intend to join His Royal Highness the Archduke .''

Belleroach.
How does the conspiracy get on, eh, burgomaster ?

What does the city say of it } What do the people
think of the triumviri }

Van Hoppen.
I know nothing of conspirators, Captain Belleroach.

Belleroach.

And I know nothing of Archdukes, burgomaster.

Enter Jeannette
Jeannette.
Gentlemen, Madame Brudo is not at home.
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Van Hoppen.

Sir, I told you the lady was not at home.

[Motions Captain Belleroach towards the door.

Belleroach.

(^Sitting down.) I am no wise in a hurry, and can wait

her return. By-bye, burgomaster. . . .

Van Hoppen.
I thought, sir, you were about to leave Bruges in a few
hours.

Belleroach.
I thought so too, burgomaster ; but I was mistaken.

Van Hoppen.
Commandant of the Military College of Saint Stefano !

Ha ! Ha ! Chevalier of the Noble Order of the Two
Iron Crowns ! Ha ! Ha ! Ha ! Jeannette ; I say

Jeannette
—look at him ! Did you ever see such a

Commandant }

Belleroach.

Jeannette
—

Jeannette.
Sir.?

Belleroach.

Why don't you place a chair for the burgomaster ?

Don't you know that age and station expect such

services } Why, child, he is one of the sworn triumviri

of Bruges. . . .
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Jeannette.

{Placing a chair.) Burgomaster Van Hoppen is a most

respectable gentleman, and I'm sure I'm happy to be

able to wait on him.

Van Hoppen.
Are you going to sit there all day }

Belleroach.

Yes, burgomaster, I am ; and all night too, if I find

it necessary.

Van Hoppen.
Well then, so am I.

\_Both sit for a while
^ watching one another.

Belleroach.

Burgomaster
—

Van Hoppen.

Sir, I have nothing to say to you.

Belleroach.

But, burgomaster
—{walks across to the other chair)

Listen. I have a secret to tell you.

Van Hoppen.

Keep it for your friends, if you have any. I won't be

your confidant.

Belleroach.
It concerns you nearly ;

indeed it does. Jeannette, my
dear, step back a moment—
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Jeannette.
Oh laws, sir

;
I wouldn't listen for the world !

Listeners never hear good of themselves.

[Retires up stage.

Belleroach.

Burgomaster Van Hoppen—
Van Hoppen.
I tell you, sir, I won't hear your secret ! I'll send it

round Bruges with the crier's bell—I'll put it in the

morning papers
—I'll—

Belleroach.

Softly, my friend, softly. . . . Do you know— .''

Van Hoppen.

No, sir, I know nothing.

Belleroach.
Do you know I'm just going to be married to our dear

friend Madame Brudo }

Van Hoppen.
It's a lie, sir ! It's not true, sir I You are not going
to be married to Madame Brudo ! / am going to be

married to Madame Brudo.

Belleroach.
That's your mistake, burgomaster. You think you're
the man, but you're not. I'm the man ;

I'm to be the

happy possessor of the loveliest woman in Flanders.
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And, burgomaster, believe me, we shall always be

happy to see you at our table.

Van Hoppen.

Marry jyo« ?—An impostor
—

Belleroach.
Yes ; marry me—Commandant of the Military College
of Saint Stefano of Hungaria.

Van Hoppen.
I'll make you known for what you are—a beggarly
soldado without a sou, and without a service—an

impostor
—a knave— !

Belleroach.—and one of the triumviri, burgomaster ; a brother of

your own. Don't forget that. We're both in the same

boat, you know.
*

Van Hoppen.
You haven't the means to support a wife.

Belleroach.
True

; but, thank God, my wife has the means to

support me. Now you have means—plenty of money,
houses, stores, goods

—
Van Hoppen.

Well, well—

Belleroach.
But then, burgomaster, you're

—
podgy.
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Van Hoppen.

Podgy, sir ?

Belleroach.

Yes, podgy ; fat and stumpy and somewhat older than

exactly suits the lady's taste. Believe me, burgo-
master, Madame Brudo does not prefer a podgy man—
that is as a husband. As a friend, we shall always
be happy to receive you. . . .

Madame Brudo.

{From within^ Jeannette ! Jeannette !

Jeannette.

{Comingforward^ Yes, madame }

Madame Brudo.
Should Captain Belleroach call about the papers, show
him up. And ifmy dear friend the burgomaster comes,
tell him I shall be at leisure all to-morrow.

Jeannette.

Captain Belleroach, Madame Brudo is returned. Will

you walk upstairs ?

Belleroach.

By-bye, burgomaster ! Come early to-morrow—
[Exeunt Belleroach and Jeannette.

Van Hoppen.
One day's advantage isn't much. He can't marry her

to-day, and he'll find I'll spoil sport before to-morrow

night. [Exit.
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ACT THREE. Scene Four

Madame Brudo s Room

Belleroach and Madame Brudo

Madame Brudo.
What ? Fly ? With you alone, and you disguised ?

Impossible !

Belleroach.

Then, Madame, I must die.

Madame Brudo.
Die } Will they kill you .?

Belleroach.

Ay, indeed they will

What matters that } It is not death I fear ;

for I am bound to meet a soldier's fate,

and all the fury of this bloody faction,

cannot disturb my mind. But listen, lady ;

I hold the secrets here (shows a packet in his bosom)
of our great master,

th' Imperial Caesar. To deliver these f^

most sacred tidings from our friends in France
is now my bounden task. Should these become
the prey of men now paramount in Bruges,
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then Austria's throne—dear lady, for your life,

this never must be told !
—

Madame Brudo.
Oh no, sir, never—

Belleroach.—then Austria's throne would totter to its base.

Madame Brudo.

Why were such great things put in one small letter ?

Belleroach.
Th' Imperial Caesar did command it so.

Madame Brudo.

But, Captain Belleroach—
Belleroach.

Madame ?

Madame Brudo.
Pardon me,

if I shall seem to doubt your truth and honour,
but I am told you are no aide-de-camp ;

no Commandant ; no Captain ;
no Chevalier

;

but a poor rebel, living here in Bruges.

Belleroach.
Van Hoppen told you that, poor honest man.

Madame Brudo.

Well, sir, what then ?

Belleroach.
Van Hoppen told you truly.
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Madame Brudo.
Sir !

Belleroach.

Truly as he thought, poor burgomaster.
It was my duty, Madame, for a while

to wear the semblance of a Flemish traitor,

and learn the secrets of the citizens.

'Tis not two days since I did hear Van Hoppen
swear a great oath that he would help the rebels

and be a leader to them.

Madame Brudo.
What ? Van Hoppen !

Belleroach.
Van Hoppen, Madame ; our good friend Van Hoppen.
I tendered him the oath upon his knees,
and heard him swear fidelity to France.

Madame Brudo.

Then, sir, you are a spy !

Belleroach.
I did my duty.

Th' Imperial Caesar did require it so.

Madame Brudo.
And are you now found out ?

Belleroach.

Yes, lady, yes.
One has arrived who knew me well in Brussels,
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and knows that I am loyal. I must die.

What matters that ? But then this sacred trust,
which I have sworn to guard

—Here, Madame; take it;

and when you hear them shout and sing and cry
that they have slain the minion of a court,
then bear it safely to my royal master.

[Offers her the -packet,

Madame Brudo.

{Taking it.) But if they find it with me .''

Belleroach.

True ; that's true.

[Takes back the packet.
Your life is precious. How can I escape
and save this perilous burden ? Madame Brudo,
once more upon my knees let me implore you 1

You have the passport and his daily garments,
the stick he used to carry (she weeps) and his snuff-box—
Madame Brudo.

Oh, Brudo, Brudo ! Dear, dead, darling Brudo 1

Belleroach.

Ah, Madame ! Let me fill that darling's place
and be, for one short day, your happy husband !

Madame Brudo.
I fear you would encroach—
Belleroach.

No, on my honour !
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Madame Brudo.
Nor take advantage of my woman's kindness ?

Belleroach.
Do you suspect me, Madame ?

Madame Brudo.
Promise me

you will not use the honoured name I lend you
to my dishonour—
Belleroach.

Madame Brudo.

with vows of love-

Belleroach.

Never !

No, nor plague me

No, Madame, not a vow !

Madame Brudo.
And when I stand beside you as your wife

and bid you lean on me, as was my wont
with that dear saint above, and speak to you
by fond endearing names, you will not squeeze me,
nor take my hand, nor sigh, nor pinch my arm,
nor play your amorous tricks ?

Belleroach.

Madame, I will not.

Madame Brudo.
You'll think of me as tho' I were a man ?
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Belleroach.
I will.

Madame Brudo.
You will ?

Belleroach.

Madame, in truth I will.

Madame Brudo.
You will forget that I have woman's charms ?

Eh, sir, come answer me ! You will not think— ?

Belleroach.

Why, God-a-mercy, Madame, I'm a man
;

I'm flesh and blood !
—But there, I'll do my best ;

I can't forget
—

Madame Brudo.
What ?

Belleroach.

No, I can't forget
—

Madame Brudo.
I will not trust you, sir

; you're dangerous.

Belleroach.
Then I must die.

Madame Brudo.

No, you shall have the passport ;

the cloak
; the hat

; the wig ;
th' accustomed stick ;

all, all, my treasures—all but Brudo's wife.
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Belleroach.
'Twill not suffice. 'Tis known that you are here.

Madame Brudo.
'Tis known that he is dead then—
Belleroach.

No, not so.

The soldiers do not know it. 'Tis of you,
of your sweet charms, your merit and your bounty,
that public rumour speaks. Your husband, Madame,
was known but as the title of your worth.

Madame Brudo.
I do not dare to venture.

Belleroach.

Oh, believe me,

your sojourn is much a greater peril.

What will the mob not execute on you,
the loyal subject of a royal master ?

Think of the mob ! Lust—rapine
—theft and murder—

theft, murder, lust and rapine
—think of these !

Man can escape with death ; but lovely woman—
Madame Brudo.

Sir, say no more. I would not have you die.

Belleroach.
And you will come }

Madame Brudo.
I would not have you die.
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Belleroach.

My dearest friend ! My guardian ! My angel !

My sole protectress ! My fond heart's best treasure !

Madame Brudo.

Sir, sir—this will not do ! You're not to touch me,
nor think of me as tho' I were a woman,
I fear I'm wrong to go. . . .

Belleroach.

Oh, forgive me !

It was the ecstasy of gratitude,
which made me thus forget. This evening, Madame,
when it's full dark, I will be here to dress.

Madame Brudo.
I will be ready for you.

Belleroach.
And the clothes }

Madame Brudo.

They shall be ready too.

Belleroach.
Till then, farewell.

Madame Brudo.
To think that I should live to call another

by that fond name he loved so well to hear !

^Exeunt.

end of act three
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ACT FOUR. Scene One

De Wynters House

SteinMARK
Steinmark.

AND
now to ease the scruples of my love,

_
and teach her how to banish from her practice

those old world notions,
which in theory she reprobates and scorns. Priest-

ridden nations

and cities grovelling under monkish rule

her soul abhors. With what an eloquence
she swore yestr'een that all the chaunted prayers
of a frocked babbler, paid to chaunt and bow,
to kneel and rise, and kneel and rise again,
were valueless alike to God and man

;

that she would have a parrot for her priest,
to patter Latin, scatter Holy-water,
and crop his purple plumage with his claw !

Yet how divine she looked ! With what a grace
she swept the brown locks from her marble brow,
as tho' the silken covering stayed her thoughts 1

Would she had married Upsel
Enter Margaret

Margaret.

Well, Mark, what news }

Is't true the Austrians have left the city }
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Steinmark.
The troops have done so.

Margaret.
Gone without a blow ?

Scared by the very name of Flemish freedom .''

Steinmark.

They've joined the Archduke's army.

Margaret.
Glorious Bruges !

First to shake off the burthen of her bondage,
and cast her tyrant from her ! Happy city !

The dancing blood runs lightly thro' my veins ;

the air I breathe is free
; a master's rod

no longer galls my back !

Steinmark.
You boast too soon.

The Austrian camp is near us, and their men
are confident as ours.

Margaret.

They are but slaves
;

while every sword we draw owns a free master.

We cannot miss to beat them. Can we, Mark ?

Steinmark.
We'll try at least. We will not spare our limbs,
nor show ourselves too chary of our blood.

We join the French to-morrow.
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Margaret.

What ? To-morrow ?

That's sudden, Mark.

Steinmark.

When towns depose their lords,
'tis fit they should be sudden. Yes, to-morrow
the troops I've mustered here will leave the city.
I need not say my duty leads me with them.

Margaret.
I would disown you else !

Steinmark.

And you, dear love,
the promised partner of my future perils ?

Margaret.
I'll sit and broider banners for your men
and tend the sick and wounded.

Steinmark.

Sick and wounded !

Tush, tush
;

we'll leave such cares to meaner spirits.
You have not given me this priceless hand—
Margaret.
'Tis not yet given, sir.

Steinmark. —
well, promised it ;

the giving's in the promise, as I take it—
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it was not promised as an instrument
for tying bandages and spreading plasters.

Margaret.
A soldier's wife—
Steinmark.

Oh, yes ; I know it all.

Such useful duties fit a soldier's wife. . . .

Well, so they do
; they fit the wife or woman

whose fit for nothing more. It fits a man
to trail a pike or stand behind a musket

;

such is the fitting work of gallant soldiers.

But you and I have nobler aims at heart
;

we must go forth together.

Margaret.

What, tc-morrow ?

Nay ; that's too sudden, Mark.

Steinmark.
I did not ask it.

You will not hear me speak
—

Margaret.
Your pardon, Mark

Hear me
;
and when I've said my little say

and told you all my maiden wills and won'ts,
I'll hear your will and, if I can, obey it.

I will not shun the duties I have sought,
now that the hour for doing them is here.

I'm ready for my task ; I know its perils ;
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and, knowing them, I offered you my hand
and true obedience. They are yours at once.

I will not scant the merit of the gift

by coy delay or ceremonial service.

I ask no wedding fete, no marriage banquet,
no customary signs of nuptial bliss

;

not e'en the smiling tears of maiden friends

to bid me joy, yet grieve that I am going.
I can dispense with these. Whene'er it suits you
to meet me at the altar, I am ready.

Steinmark.
What ! Must we trot together to a church,

and, like some Joan and Darby, kneel and pray,
and rise up man and wife in good old fashion ?

Margaret.

Yes, Mark
;

this cruel trial of your patience
must be for once endured. Think of the prize !

Steinmark.
Shall I bespeak some parrot for the priest ?

Margaret.
I fear the poor bird's blessing would be useless,
and I should lose my rights. On this occasion

we must submit to priest, bell, book and candle,
and pay the church its fee.

Steinmark.

Ay, pay the church ?

There's the main point. By all means pay the church !
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Why, Margaret, you've changed since yesterday ;

you've grown devout—
[He pauses, but she remains silent.

I do not recognise
the power of any priest to bless or ban,
to bid me weal or woe, to sanctify
or bann with curses. No ! No priest for me !

I cannot stomach it.

Margaret.

Well, Mark, what then ?

Steinmark.
No priest for us ! Can any priestly office

make either of us true that would be false,

or give a strength that simple pledges want ?

Can incense, bells and books and pealing organs
make love immortal ?

Margaret.

Well, sir .?

Steinmark.
You and I

do know each other, and our mutual trust

could not be firmer, tho' a score of priests
should kneel and bless our banns from morn till night.

Margaret.

Well, sir
; what is your will }

Steinmark.
In all things else

your will is mine ; but, prithee love, no priest.
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Margaret.

Speak out, Mark Steinmark—that is, if you dare.

I fear your purpose makes a coward of you.
You have a meaning that you dare not speak.

Steinmark.
Not so, my friend. I dare avow my purpose
to God and man—even to you, fair lady.
I cannot kneel with you before an altar,

to hear a priest pronounce us man and wife
;

I cannot bend myself to bigotry,
or serve a superstition which I hate.

I know no power more strong to bind us two,
than our own plighted words ; no ceremony
creative of a fuller confidence.

Why should we crouch before a fellow man
and seek a sanction which we both contemn ?

Margaret.

By what name then,
if I may ask, do you intend to grace
the light companion of your softer hours .''

Steinmark.

Companion of all hours
; my best recourse

in every perilous strait
; my bosom friend

;

my ever-constant counsellor—my wife.

Margaret.
And how shall others name me ? That word "

wife
"

is foolish and old-fashioned, as the custom
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your wisdom so despises. Trust me, sir ;

'twould soon be dropped by the world—
and then by you.

Steinmark.
Never 1

Margaret.
Your plan of life won't suit me, sir.

'Twere vain to keep you longer. Sir, good-morrow !

You have my warmest wishes in the cause

which occupies your thoughts.

Enter Helen

Oh, Helen, Helen !

To what a depth of darkness am I fallen !

He'd have me—for his harlot !

Helen.
What ? My brother— .?

Answer her, Mark, and tell her that she dreams,
and shame her fond suspicion ! Say so, Mark,
and comfort both of us !

Steinmark.
She wrongs me much.

I've wooed her for my wife and so I'd wear her.

I've sworn to owe her all a husband's duty ;

to love and honour her as my bosom's friend ;

to look to her for counsel in my troubles,

for solace in my griefs ;
to cherish her—
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Helen.
But not to marry her ! I see it now !

Oh, Margaret ! Oh, my friend ; my injured friend !

What make you here, sir ? You've rejected her,

who should have been the day-star of your Hfe,

a beam of Hght to cheer you on to glory !

You've cast her from you ; ay, insulted her
;

the grossest insult too—Why stand you there

to gaze upon the treasure you have lost ?

You foolish, swinish man 1 You sorry dupe !

To think a creature fashioned like to her,

surpassing you in every princely gift,

would stoop to be your strumpet ! Go 1 Begone !

Her scorn will wither you.
—

Margaret.

Peace, Helen, peace.
It may be that he stays to ask my pardon,
before he goes for ever.

Steinmark.

Lady, no ;

I've done no conscious wrong and need no pardon.
I deemed we thought alike on certain matters

;

this error was my fault.

Margaret.

Sir, say no more.

I've learned a lesson from your courtesy

may serve me much hereafter. Dearest Nellie—
Nay, do not fret ; 'tis better so, believe me—
Let us go in, girl. [Exeunt Margaret and Helen.
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Steinmark.

Yes ;
'tis better so ;

I do believe it. What should I have done
with such an inmate in my tent as that ?

How well her scorn became her—scorn and grief !

And yet she never loved me. Had she loved me,
one glance from those bright eyes had mastered me
and bound me slave for life. 'Tis better so

;

much better for us both. . . . \_Exit Steinmark.
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Madame Brudo's Chamber

Madame Brudo and Jeannette

Madame Brudo.

/\ RE the things ready, girl ?

Jeannette.
Yes, Madame

;
the whole wardrobe is here from the

crown of his head to the soles of his feet—Hat, wig,
ruff, cloak, outer coat, inner coat, waistcoat, under-

waistcoat, flannel waistcoat, shirt—
Madame Brudo.
You needn't mind those sort of things, Jeannette.

Jeannette.
Well, I thought the gentleman wouldn't change his

underclothes
;
but you did say

"
everything." Here

are the other things, you know, and his boots, his

gaiters, his umbrella, his stick, his snuff-box, his

spectacles
—and the little shawl you used to tie round

his neck when the wind blew.

Madame Brudo.

Heigho ! Happy, happy days !
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Jeannette.
Well, to my thinking, Madame, Captain Belleroach

is a very nice gentleman. But of course it isn't for

me to speak.

Madame Brudo.
What's his niceness to me, child .'' You don't suppose
that I'd admit him as my lover ?

Jeannette.
Well, I don't know. I suppose not. But yet he is

a very nice gentleman. How different from that

stumpy, dumpy man, the burgomaster Van Hoppen 1

Madame Brudo.

They're all the same to me, child. I have never

regarded the shape of a man, since the day poor Brudo
died.

Jeannette.
Here he comes, Madame.

Enter Belleroach
Belleroach.

Oh, Madame Brudo, how shall I express my gratitude
for this condescension 1

Madame Brudo.

By not abusing it, Captain Belleroach.

Belleroach.
Abuse it ? No

;
when Belleroach abuses the confi-

dence of beauty, may his sword be blunted, his spurs
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struck off and his name erased from the memory of his

royal master ! Are we all ready, Jeannette ?

Jeannette.
Yes, sir

;
all ready.

Belleroach.
Have you the passport, dearest Madame Brudo ?

Madame Brudo.

Sir, what language is that ? I can allow no such

epithets, Captain Belleroach.

Belleroach.
'Tis the language of the court, Madame ; the language
of Vienna. The ladies are all

"
dear

"
and

"
dearest."

You have the passport ready ?

Madame Brudo.
It is here, sir.

Belleroach.

Thanks, kind lady, thanks. How can I ever thank

you enough ? [Takes her hand,

Madame Brudo.
I will allow no squeezing, sir ! Is that too the custom

of the court ?

Belleroach.
The invariable custom. Unless you would insult a

lady, you always press her hand. You'll soon get
used to it when at Vienna ; it means no harm. Are

these the things, Jeannette ?
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Jeannette.
Yes, sir

;
these are a few of my poor master's clothes.

Will you begin at the head, sir ?

Belleroach.
What a wig ! I suppose I must wear the wig, eh ?

Jeannette.
Oh yes, sir

;
the wig by all means.

Belleroach.

Is that the way ? Is that like him ?

Madame Brudo.
Like him ? Oh heavens, can a solar lamp look like

Phoebus ? Why, it sticks on you like a crown on a

lion's head. There, sir, there ; that's better.

[Adjusts the wig.

Jeannette.
And now the coats, sir. Here are the two coats, two

waistcoats, two—other things
—and—

Belleroach.
All these ? Why, girl, I needn't wear the gentleman's
whole wardrobe at once—
Madame Brudo.
The coats will be sufficient. Captain Belleroach.

[He takes off his own coat andputs on two of Brudo's.

Oh, now he does look like him ! Oh, Jeannette!
Look at him, look at him ! Oh, my husband ! Oh,
Brudo !—
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Jeannette.
Well, he certainly does look like him about the back

;

but the legs are too straight.

Belleroach.
The cloak will cover them

; but give me the hat first.

Madame Brudo.
Give me the hat, child. Too well I know how Brudo
used to wear it. The dear, dear hat—that I should
use it thus !

—
{adjusts the hat on his head). And now

the cloak, child—{throws the cloak over his shoulders and

clasps it round his neck). Put your hands down, sir ;

you are not to touch me 1 Now, Jeannette, will that

do } Oh, so like him and yet so different !

Jeannette.
The little shawl, Madame, to tie round his neck—The
master always wore it, when he went abroad.

Belleroach.
Never mind the shawl. I couldn't bear it. The
weather is so mild. I'm sure he wouldn't have worn
a shawl to-day.

Madame Brudo.
Oh yes, of course the shawl ! Come, Captain Belle-

roach, hold up your head and let me tie it. I always
tied it for him, didn't I, Jeannette } [Ties the shawl.

Jeannette.
Indeed you did, Madame

;
and he always kissed you

for it, too.
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Madame Brudo.
Would you, sir ? If you dare, I'll make you known
to the democrats, tho' I should be the first myself to

perish ! Jeannette, the spectacles
—

Belleroach.
If you put the spectacles on me, I can't see a glimpse.

Madame Brudo.
You won't want to see, sir ;

I am to lead you. There 1

And now the stick—
Belleroach.
And the snuff-box—

Madame Brudo.

There, sir, there's the snuff-box—the last of all my
treasures. He's like him, very like him

; he's

certainly very like him ! Oh, Brudo
; oh, my husband !

Help me, Jeannette ; I faint—
[Falls into Belleroach*s arms.

Jeannette.
She'll soon be better, sir. These fits don't last her

long. Her poor heart is so susceptible. Come,
Madame, come !

Belleroach.
You'd better get a little water, hadn't you .'' Curse
this cloak ; I can't move with it ! Madame Brudo,
Madame Brudo—
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Jeannette.
Sir, sir ! Are you going to let her fall ? Is that the

way you hold a lady ? I thought you knew better.

Belleroach.
Could you take off these spectacles ? And the shawl—
Pray take off the shawl !

Jeannette.
You think too much of yourself, sir, while she, poor
lady, is in such a state. Madame ! Madame 1

Speak to me ! Are you better .''

Madame Brudo.

Oh, me—Oh, me—where am I .'' My husband !

Alas, alas ! I'm dreaming ; it's only Captain Belle-

roach. . . .

Belleroach.
That's all, Madame ; it's only me. . . .

Jeannette.
If you mean to leave the town to-night, you'd better

start—that is, if Madame finds herself strong enough.

Madame Brudo.

Come, Captain Belleroach. Put your hand here
; you

are to lean on me, you know. And remember you are

to use your stick to walk with and not to knock people
on the head. There, that will do. Come along,

Jeannette. I could almost fancy myself once more
beside the man I loved so dearly. [Exeunt.
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ACT FOUR. Scene Three

Guardhouse at the Gate of the City

Stoffle, Souch and Weazle, soldiers in charge of the

gate of the town

Stoffle.

SO
here we are, neighbour Souch, guarding our

own city like three warriors
; subject to no one

;

our own lords and masters
;

the worthy guardians of

the liberty of Flanders ! Those were Captain Stein-

mark's own words, and proud words they were for us

to hear. 'Twas fear of us that made the Austrians

run away. Think of that. Gabby Souch !

Souch.
It's going very nigh to supper hour tho', friend Stoffle.

The old woman has a mess of pig's fry for supper, and
what's pig's fry if it ain't eat hot ?

Weazle.
'Tis spoilt, clean spoilt, if it once cools. But the

safety of the city, neighbour Souch, depends on us.

We must needs wait till Sergeant Horn relieves guard.

Stoffle.

'Tis as much as your life's worth to stir from this.
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tho* it were only to slake your thirst with a jug of beer.

Didn't Captain Steinmark swear he'd hang the first

man that left his post ?

Weazle.

Ay, and he'd do it, too ! Think of the liberty of

Flanders, and that you are one of its guardians.

SoucH.
One could always get one's supper, when the Austrians
had the gate. There was some comfort in that anyhow.
Tell me now, what should we do if the Austrians came
back ? This is the very gate they went out at.

Weazle.

Shut, bolt and bar
; ring the big bell and summon the

town ; stand to our arms like free men, and let them
know what stuff the citizens of Bruges are made of 1

We mustn't let man, woman or child come inside the

gate.

Stoffle.

Nor go out of It.

Weazle.

What, neighbour Stoffle ? Not let them out ? We
may let them out, mayn't we .'*

Stoffle.

Not a living Christian in or out—'twas so Sergeant
Horn told us ; neither in nor out, out nor in—while

I stand here—What say you. Gabby Souch .'' Wasn't
that the order .''
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SOUCH. I
I didn't well mind what was said. But no honest man
will leave his own house at supper time. 'Tis the

safest way to open the gate for no one.

Stoffle.

'Tis the safest. Trust me that's Governor Steinmark's

own order.

Weazle.
Is Captain Steinmark positive governor over the whole

city ? Can he do what he likes with the burghers .''

Could he really hang a burgher now, friend Stoffle .''

Stoffle.

Well—a burgher under arms he certainly could hang ;

but a burgher not under arms should be hung by our

own burgomaster, Van Hoppen. He's now chief

magistrate in the town.

Sough.
There's comfort in that anyhow. The burgomaster's
a good homely man and keeps a decent house over his

head. He should know why before he hung a citizen.

But look, neighbour Stoffle, if there be not a man and a

woman coming straight up to the gate !

Stoffle.

Lock it ! Double lock it ! See that the bolts be well

shot through ! Stand to your arms, Gabby Souch !

'Tis well we have been so staunch, or we were ruined.
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Enter Belleroach and Madame Brudo

Madame Brudo.

Look, look ! The horrid man is going to shoot us I

Tell him not
; do tell him not ! Why don't you show

him the passport ?

Belleroach,
Fear nothing, my own angel, my own dear, darling
wife ! They shan't hurt a hair of your dear head.

Open the gate, sirrah !

Stoffle.

Gently, my friend. It isn't so easy to open a city gate
in the teeth of republican soldiers. Who are you }

What are your names } Where do you come from }

Where are you going to ? What's your business .''

Where do you live ?

Sough.
And what do you do away from home at supper time,
eh'.? Tell me that!

Stoffle.

Bring out the sheet. Gabby Souch
; bring out the

charge sheet, and we'll put them down in proper order.

Belleroach.
If you don't open the gate, you rascal, I'll knock you
on the head ! {Aside) Where's Sergeant Horn } I told

him to meet me here.
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Weazle.
There's some mystery. He asks for Sergeant Horn.
Better lock them both up till the sergeant comes.

Madame Brudo.
Show the gentleman the passport, husband. Why
don't you show them the passport .'* I am Madame
BrudOj gentleman ; this is my husband, Monsieur

Brudo, the ironmonger. We are leaving the town on
a little business. We are very well inclined to the

rebels, indeed we are, tho' it doesn't quite suit us to

remain in Bruges at this moment. Husband, you old

goose you, why don't you give them the passport ?

Here, gentlemen, here—{snatches the passport)
—

you
will see it's all right.

" Madame Brudo and Monsieur

Brudo, her husband, travelling on lawful business."

Pray be so good as to open the gate.

Weazle.

Bring the lantern here, Gabby Souch
; bring out the

lantern. Come, neighbour Stoffle, God and your
uncle the schoolmaster made a fine scholar of you ;

read it out loud, man.

Stoffle.

'Tis French, and my uncle, rest his soul, could never

get me to read French by candle light. Stay, 'tis

French and Flemish both !

"
His Imperial Majesty

desires all people to give aid and assistance to his well-

beloved and right trusty servants and subjects, Jacques
Brudo and Frances Brudo, his wife." And so you are

a servant of the Emperor's, are you ? You shall be
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kept as safe as good locks and keys can make you.
'Tis well we were so staunch.

Madame Brudo.
I'm ruined ! I'm undone ! They'll shoot me for a

spy ! Oh, that I should ever have trusted myself
with you ! I thought you were lying all through, or

I never would have risked it 1

Belleroach.
So I was, my dearest angel, so I was. You need fear

nothing. Hark ye, thick-headed dolts, I am a friend

of the governor. Captain Steinmark. Let me and this

lady through this minute 1

Stoffle.

A friend of the governor's, are you ? We'll see that

to-morrow. Here's a description of them ;
let's see

if it suits.

SoucH.

By all means look to the description. That's the only

way to identify the culprits.

Stoffle.

Do you hold up the light. Gabby, and, as I read the

description, neighbour Weazle will see whether it

tallies. Come, come ;
are you ready, Weazle ?

Sough.
All ready.
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Stoffle.

Age 74.

Weazle.

Well, I suppose he may be 74 ; but yet he has a young
look about his mouth—It's a plaguy knavish look

tho'—

Stoffle.

Hair—a brown wig.

Weazle.
The brown wig is identical.

Stoffle.

Eyes
—rather bleared and watery. Wears tortoise-

shell spectacles.

Weazle.

Well, the eyes are improved, but that's from change of

air. The spectacles are right.

Stoffle.

Nose—short, broad, very snuffy.

Weazle.

Short, broad and snuffy
—Well, now I call it a very

good nose. The nose is certainly much altered, if it

be the same nose at all.

Stoffle.

Mouth—teeth all gone. Look at his teeth, Weazle,
and that'll tell him at once.
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Weazle.

Friend, if you are not a knave, open your mouth, and

show me whether or no you are the same man or

another. Hold up the lantern. Gabby, hold it well

up, man !

Belleroach.—ah—ah—
SoucH.
Don't now—don't you, sir ! Why, neighbour Stoffle,

he has teeth like a lion I

Weazle.
As goodly a double row of ivory as ever played with

thigh-bone of a capon.

Stoffle.

Now, now
;
did I not tell you ? Oh, what grand things

be these passports ! Now we know him for a knave,

a most arrant rogue and impostor, for he has teeth.

Madame Brudo.
Good gentlemen soldiers, I am no impostor ! Indeed

I'm not—I'm the real Madame Brudo. Perhaps you
are right not to unlock the gate, but I am sure you'll

allow a lady to return to her own house.

Weazle.

Well, neighbour Stoffle, I suppose the lady may go
to her own house, mayn't she ? She hasn't done

anything very bad—that is that we know of.
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Stoffle.

Weazle, you are a soft-headed ass ! You are not fit

for this stern work. What, let a prisoner escape with-

out an order from the governor ? It were an indehble

disgrace to a free repubHcan. Hold up the light

again, Gabby, and let us look to the lady's face.
"
Age

24, or perhaps 25." Why she's 35 if she's a day !

Madame Brudo.

Oh, you brute you !

Weazle.

Nay, nay, friend Stoffle, you are wrong ; the lady is

young ; 25 or 26 is the outside.

Stoffle.

You are a sharper fellow than I count you, if you can

guess a lady's age ! But go on—"
Hair, a soft, rich

brown, very long and very beautiful."

Weazle.
So it is, so it is

;
the hair is positively the same. Allow

me to touch it, Madame, just one little touch. So it

is
; very soft—very soft indeed—

Stoffle.
"
Eyes, a deep blue, very bright

— "

Weazle.
The eyes speak for themselves ; very bright, very
bright indeed.
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Stoffle.
"
Nose, regular."

Weazle.

Regular ? Regular ? Why, yes, it's regular enough ;

it's in the middle of her face.

Stoffle.

Here's a whole catalogue of beauties—"
Mouth,

small
; teeth, white

; chin, dimpled ;
neck like a swan

;

bust like a Juno ; figure like a Venus
"—Why,

Madame, the clerk in the bureau must have been in

love with you !

Weazle.
All right, all right. They're all here—mouth, chin,

neck, figure and all.

Belleroach.

Well, my friend, what next ? What will your wisdom
do with us now ?

Stoffle.

Lock you both up, friend Brudo
; give you in charge

to the blacksmith's daughter, and to-morrow morning

you go before the burgomaster.

Madame Brudo.

Burgomaster Van Hoppen ?

Stoffle.

Yes, Madame Brudo
; burgomaster Van Hoppen.

He'll soon find out who's who and what's what. In
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the meantime, as you are man and wife, you'll be very

snug in a small room we have here in the guard-house.

Belleroach.

Well, my dear, it's the only thing the men have to do.

Duty is duty, and I don't think them wrong for it.

Madame Brudo.
What ? Lock us up in a small room together ? Good

sir, kind sir, pray give us separate rooms !

Weazle.
But you're his wife, eh ?

Madame Brudo.
I must reveal myself and declare the truth ! Brave

soldiers, this gentleman is not my—
Belleroach.

Tush, tush, my angel ; don't trouble the brave men
;

they only do their duty. Soldiers, we are ready.

Come, my love. {Aside) Oh, Madame Brudo, don't

desert me 1

Madame Brudo.
Unhand me, sir ! Generous soldiers, kind soldiers,

brave soldiers, I'm a poor lone widow. Brudo, my
own Brudo, my darling Brudo—is dead,

—
Belleroach.

Dearest love, why deceive these brave men } They
will be merciful. Burgomaster Van Hoppen will be

merciful. The democrats are always merciful. We
will retire together, and to-morrow morning

—
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Madame Brudo.
I will not retire.

Belleroach.
'Tis her love, my friends. She wishes to screen me,
but I see it is useless. Wife, obey your husband and
the laws ! {Aside) On the honour of a gentleman I'll

be as quiet as a lamb.

Madame Brudo.
Lock me up with a strange man and then carry me
before the magistrate ! Think of my reputation,

gentlemen 1

Stoffle.

Reputation .'' I never heard of the reputation of a

prisoner. Trot in, Madame, trot in
; and, sirrah

Brudo, trot in after her ! I know nothing of reputa-
tions. You should have thought of that before you
came here.

Madame Brudo.

Oh, that I should come to be locked up with a strange
man ! Captain Belleroach, I'll live to make you pay
for this !

Belleroach.

My duck, my darling, my love, my angel, my wife !

[Exeunt.
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De Wynter's House

De Wynter and Helen

Helen.
'^

I
IS useless to rebuke me.

De Wynter.
Can a father

forgive such lasting injuries as these ?

You've robbed my child of all her promised bliss.

Helen.

Well, say so if it suits you. Set me down
in coal-black letters as the falsest friend,

that e'er betrayed a confidence. But, listen—
De Wynter.

Unhappy child !

Helen.
She shall not be unhappy,

unless indeed your sorrow makes her so.

Is Upsel still in Bruges ?
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De Wynter.

He sits at home,

haggard and overwhelmed.

Helen. —and sick with love ?

'Tis well he should be so. We'll cure him, sir
;

we'll give him back the pearl for which he sickens.

He still shall be your son.

De Wynter.
The Count my son ?

Count Upsel be the husband of my daughter,
and stoop again to her, who cast away
his proffered hand and honourable love

for one too base to name .''

Helen.

My brother, sir.

De Wynter.
For one who scorned her offer—^yes, your brother !

Helen.

Well, well ;
we will not name him. Yes, Count Upsel

must yet again renew his passionate vows,
and seek the bride he loves. Go to him, sir,

and bid him not despair.

De Wynter.
'Twould be in vain.
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Helen.

Tush, man ! You know him not, nor comprehend
the self-sustaining power of honest love.

Mine is the task of labour, the hard task

to bend her stubborn spirit back to peace,
and teach her to submit to happiness.
But still I hope success. Go to the Count

;

he will not wait for her to ask his pardon ;

you'll find 'tis hers unasked. [Exit De Wynter.
The man's a fool,

or else his grey hairs would have taught him this—
that a lost toy has always double value.

Here comes high, stiff-necked pride ; now for my
labour.

Enter Margaret

What, all amort, Meg }

Margaret.
No.

Helen.

Yes, all amort.

What, won't you speak ? Are you my friend or foe ?

You shall be friend or foe. Why don't you speak }

Pray rail at me ! Tell me I've ruined you,
dashed all your hopes to the ground, broken your heart

and been to you a fiend in lieu of friend !

Pray rail at me—
Margaret.

You have not done these things.

What, you ! Indeed you could not do them.
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Would at your bidding split two happy hearts,
which love had joined so firmly ? No indeed ;

'twas not your work. Why should I rail at you ?

Helen.
Then rail at Mark, for he has injured you.

Nay worse, insulted you ; and, like a fool,

has failed to recognise your noble nature.

Rail then at him !

Margaret.
I have no cause for anger.

How can I make my plaint, who injured him
I most was bound to serve, whom most I loved ?

Who has been falser to me and I not falser ?

Whose treachery so black that mine's not blacker ?

Whose gross injustice will not show but small,
when mine is shown beside it ?

Helen.

Well, 'tis true.

Count Upsel has been injured, sadly injured.
But who'd have thought a man's heart was so weak
to sink with such a blow ?

Margaret.
Call you that weakness ?

Are truth and honour weak ^

Helen.
But a man's heart !

—
So prone to change, so full of varied objects,
so potent to sustain itself alone—
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And a man's pride ? Why, girl, I'd thought to see him,
when he had heard your altered will, come forth

with mien unruffled and elastic step,

whistling the newest tunes !

Margaret.
Is he so sad, then ?

Helen.
Sad ? Is he sad ? He gives his days to sadness,

his nights to bitter grief. He's worn
;
—so worn,

you'd think an age of sorrow had been his.

Yet one short week has done it.

Margaret.
Is't but a week ?

So short a time since we were standing there ?

My own, my chosen lover ! Where did I find

the cruel strength to break his happy hopes,
and send him from me beggared ?

Helen.

to have one treasure only
and that a woman's heart

Margaret.
Helen 1

For a man
But one joy

Oh, he was weak.

Helen.
I say 'twas madness thus to risk his all,-

his life, his deep content, his very soul—
on the chance firmness of a woman's will.
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He threw the cast and lost—and is a bankrupt.
Truly I pity him.

Margaret.
You pity him !

Is he so fallen ? No, he's still a man,
whom general praise will make a mark for envy.
You cannot pity Upsel. He may grieve
and brood in solemn silence o'er his sorrow

;

ay, and prolong his days of sorrowing
beyond the wont of men. But his high spirit
will never wail itself in idle tears.

I do believe the memory of his love

will give a sober tinge, a saddened hue
to all his days to come. He will not laugh,
nor sing loud songs, nor join in revelry ;

but still he will be happy.

Happy ? Never.

Helen.

Unless—
Margaret.

Well, what ?

Helen.

Why should his happiness
cost you so deep a sacrifice of pride ?

You could not do it.

Margaret.
What could I not do,

to atone for that I have done ?
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Marry him !

Margaret.

Marry him ? Marry Upsel ? Girl, you dream !

You do not know the man.

Helen.
I know him well

;

at least I know the inmost of his heart.

Remember, child, a looker-on sees clearly
the value of the move the player misses.

Margaret.

Marry him ! No
;
even tho' he willed it

and chose to stoop so low, I could not do it.

I could not listen to his voice again
and hear him speak of love. 'Twould madden me.
I could not stand before him as his bride

;

his look would wither me.

Helen.
Yes

; your high pride
—

I know it well—will mar his every hope
and chain him to his sorrow.

Margaret.
Pride ! Is it pride

that makes me know myself to be so low ;

so deeply shamed ; so vile ? He could not take me
and keep his own respect.
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Helen.

Yes
; stiff-necked pride,

that will not bend to mercy nor accept
the sweet boon of forgiveness ; stubborn pride ;

the pride that apes humility
—You know

how well the devil loves it— [Exit Helen.

Margaret.
She does me wrong.

I'd kneel before him now and ask his pardon
and beg to be forgiven, as a child.

But not his wife—I could not be his wife.

Nor could he wish it ! How could he forget
this long, black week of falsest perjury ?

How could he take me now, polluted, shamed

by that man's lewd embrace ? It shall not be.

I will not tarnish his unsullied honour
nor wed him to disgrace. \Exit.

END OF ACT FOUR
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ACT FIVE. Scene One

Court-house at Bruges

Van Hoppen, other Burgomasters, Steinmark,
Stoffle, Officers of the Court, etc.

Van Hoppen {who is forced into the President's
chair).

INDEED,
my friends, I'd rather not ; indeed now—

indeed, in good truth, now—you'll find a better

President. . . .

Steinmark.
You have been elected first magistrate of the free city

by the unanimous voices of the citizens.

First Burgomaster.
To be sure he has ! Sit down, friend Van Hoppen ;

sit down, burgomaster.

Second Burgomaster.

Yes, yes ; Van Hoppen is first magistrate ! 'Tis he
must preside over murder and felony, but as far as

petty larceny goes we have full authority. Have we
not. Captain Steinmark }

Steinmark.
Full authority, my friend. Come, Van Hoppen, the

business of the court is stayed for you.
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Van Hoppen.

Well, well ;
if it must be so, it must. Where are these

prisoners ? What crimes have they perpetrated ?

Something very bad ? I think I'll forgive them, eh

Mark ? An act of grace would become us rarely at

the beginning.

Stoffle.

Please, your worship, these be two Austrian conspira-

tors, two scheming politicians, who tried to escape out

of the city with false passports.

Van Hoppen.
Two Austrians ? Well, let them go. 'Tis our chief

business to get rid of these Austrians.

First Burgomaster.

Nay, but Van Hoppen, you should examine them
first ;

and then, if they've done nothing wrong, you
can extend your mercy and grant them a free pardon.

Van Hoppen.
Be it so. Citizen soldiers, bring in your prisoners.

l_ExU Stoffle and re-enter with Sough, Weazle,
Madame Brudo and ^elleroach.

Now then—let me see—Prisoners, answer the questions
that I shall put to you

— What ? Madame Brudo !

Stoffle.

Please, your worship, there is a mystery here. At first

they told us they were man and wife
; then, they said
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they weren't ; then the gentleman said

'

yes,' but the

lady swore 'twas not so—
Van Hoppen.
It is Madame Brudo, my dear friend ! Give Madame
Brudo a chair immediately !

Madame Brudo.

Oh, burgomaster I have been most shamefully treated !

Van Hoppen.
Who is this ? Vr'^ho is the old gentleman in the hat ?

Only he's been dead these three months, I swear it

was my old friend Brudo.

Stoffle.

There's the mystery, your worship. The lady is

correct enough
—

eyes and nose and mouth all complete.

(Takes out passport^ She's identical. But he—he's a

detected traitor, for he has got teeth.

Sough.
Horrid teeth, your worship

—fit for a horse.

Stoffle.

And his nose, your worship ! His nose betrays him 1

(Takes the cloak from EelleroacKs face.) There ! Is

that a short nose ? Is that a snuffy nose ? Believe

me, your worship, he's not the man
;

he's another.

Van Hoppen.

Why, it's—Captain Belleroach !
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Stoffle.

{to his fellow soldiers?) There now ! Said I not so ?

It is well we were firm. Did I not say he was another
man ?

Van Hoppen.

Captain Belleroach !

Belleroach.

Completely at your service, burgomaster. I and my
wife—
Madame Brudo.
Sir ! Your wife ? It is false

;
I am not your wife !

Belleroach.

Well, love, you shall be soon. It's all the same. I and

my wife—
Van Hoppen.
She's not your wife ! You're an impostor and a traitor 1

Soldiers, I say, soldiers ! Separate the prisoners !

Separate them instantly !

Stoffle.

Certainly, your worship,
take charge of the lady,
remain with me.

Neighbour Weazle, do you
The detected traitor shall

Steinmark.

Ulick, my friend, this appears to be some masquerading
frolic. Captain Belleroach is one of ourselves, and we
all know Madame Brudo.
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Van Hoppen.
Of course we all know Madame Brudo ! Soldiers,
Madame Brudo is my most particular friend. She is

quite at liberty to do whatever she pleases. But keep
a hold of that man.

Madame Brudo.

Oh, burgomaster, I have been most cruelly treated !

That I should have lived to bring this disgrace on
Brudo's name ! The softness of my heart has made
me the dupe of a base artifice. My merciful feelings
have been played upon. My credulous innocence has

been deceived. Oh, Captain Belleroach, I'll live to

make you pay for this !

Belleroach.

My heart, my own, my life, my love ! What shall I

say to you ?

Van Hoppen.

Soldiers, don't let the prisoner speak.

Stoffle.

No, your worship
—not a word. Prisoner, silence !

Do you hear, sir ? Silence in the court !

Steinmark.

But, burgomaster, what will you do with him ? You
don't mean to make a prisoner of Captain Belleroach ?

Van Hoppen.
Not make a prisoner of him ! Indeed I will ;

a fast

prisoner. Am I not responsible to the republic .''
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Oh, the wretch !
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Am I not President ? Mark, my friend, you are great
as a soldier, but you are nothing on the bench.

First Burgomaster.
What has he done amiss, Ulick ? Let us enquire into

that.

Van Hoppen.

Tush, man ! You are slow. Have you not heard

what this lady has deposed .'' A most respectable,
most accomplished witness. Has he not deceived her }

Has he not made her a dupe } Has he not played on

her merciful feelings ? Call you that nothing amiss ?

First Burgomaster.

Certainly 'tis a great sin to deceive a merciful lady.

Van Hoppen.
A heinous sin, and one I shan't soon forgive ! Now,

prisoner, on your salvation answer me this : Are you
'

an aide-de-camp ? .^

Belleroach.

No, burgomaster ; no aide-de-camp, but simply one

of the triumviri.

Van Hoppen.
There, Madame Brudo !
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Van Hoppen.
Are you Commandant of the Military College ?

Belleroach.

Only one of the triumviri, burgomaster.

Van Hoppen.
Listen to that, Madame Brudo. Are you a Chevalier
of the Order of the Two Iron Crowns ?

Belleroach.

Only one of the triumviri.

Van Hoppen.
You are a Chevalier of the Order of the Two Calico-

Shirts—for your wardrobe never went further. You
are an impostor, and shall be punished accordingly.

First Burgomaster.

But, Van Hoppen, what has he done amiss .''

Van Hoppen.
He has passed himself off for an aide-de-camp, a Cheva-

lier, a Commandant—and he is none of these things.
Is that not amiss ? He has brought this beautiful lady
into great trouble. Is that not amiss ? He has called

himself
'

Brudo '—a man dead these three months.
Is that not amiss .''

Madame Brudo.

Oh, Brudo ! Oh, my husband !
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Van Hoppen.
Fear nothing, Madame Brudo. Van Hoppen will

not see you injured with impunity. Soldiers, attend !

The sentence of this court is that the prisoner be kept
in durance for two calendar months. Take him away.

Belleroach.

Keep me in durance, burgomaster ? Keep one of the

triumviri in durance ? Come, you'll think better of it.

What will my wife say ?

Madame Brudo.

Wife, sir ? I am no man's wife
;

I am only a poor
widow.

Van Hoppen.

Soldiers, take him away 1

Steinmark.

Softly, softly, Ulick. We cannot allow you to lock up
Captain Belleroach. He is one of our officers. We
want his services.

Van Hoppen.
At the end of two months they will be available.

Steinmark.

Nonsense, burgomaster. Desire the men to let him go.

Van Hoppen.
Let him go ? And annihilate the decrees of justice .''

Captain Steinmark, I am astonished at your indiscretion.
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The decision of the court has been expressed. Soldiers,
do you hear me ? Take away the prisoner and see

that he be kept in safe custody.

Stoffle.

Come along, my friend. We must back to the little

room over the guard-house. The burgomaster will

take care of your wife.

Steinmark.
I must really interfere, Van Hoppen. I should like

to oblige you, but it is impossible that you should keep

Captain Belleroach a prisoner. Soldiers, you may
leave the court

;
the business of the day is over.

Van Hoppen.

Soldiers, don't stir without your prisoner ! Captain
Steinmark, I am President here. That man is an

impostor and shall be punished.

Steinmark.
You must pardon him, burgomaster ; indeed you
must.

Van Hoppen.
Never !

First Burgomaster.

Come, Van Hoppen, be merciful.

Second Burgomaster.

Yes, be merciful. Mercy should always temper

justice.
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Madame Brudo.

Burgomaster, for my sake, be merciful !

Van Hoppen.

Well, I will relent. He shall be confined for a month

only. In consideration of his public services we limit

the term of his imprisonment to one month. Now,
soldiers, take him away.

Steinmark.
We could not spare him for a month. You must be

generous and forgive him.

First Burgomaster.
Grant him a free pardon, and do the thing handsomely.

Second Burgomaster.

Yes, grant him a free pardon, and caution him not to

go masquerading again.

Madame Brudo.
Dear Van Hoppen, be merciful ! Think of his youth !

He'd pine and die in a month.

Van Hoppen.

V^ell, well
;

let it be a week, then. It shall only be

one week.

Steinmark.
A free pardon, burgomaster ; say a free pardon.

Madame Brudo.
A free pardon, dear friend

;
it must be a free pardon !
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Both Burgomasters.
A free pardon ! A free pardon ! By all means a free

pardon !

Van Hoppen.
Never ! Silence in the court ! To vindicate the

authority of justice the delinquent shall be incarcerated

for forty-eight hours. (Aside) I think I could manage
it in two days.

Omnes.
A free pardon ! A free pardon !

Van Hoppen.
Am I to be dictated to ? Am I to be controlled ? Am
I to be intimidated ? Am I not judge supreme in this

court }

Omnes.

Yes, yes ! Supreme judge ! Supreme judge !

Van Hoppen.
Well then, shall I not be obeyed ?

Steinmark.
You shall be obeyed ;

in everything else you shall be

implicitly obeyed ;
but we cannot spare our Captain.

Van Hoppen.
For two days, only two days.

Steinmark.

Impossible.
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Van Hoppen.
He shall have every comfort—wine, meats, vegetables,

newspapers, cards, two or three friends—anything he

pleases. I am not revengeful, but justice must be

vindicated. Consider, Mark
;

vindicate justice ;

always vindicate justice.

Steinmark.

Reprimand him and discharge him. Believe me 'tis

your only course.

Madame Brudo.

Yes, reprimand him well
;
he deserves it. Reprimand

him most severely burgomaster ;
it will have more

effect on his sensitive spirit than months of imprison-
ment.

Van Hoppen.
I will not be dictated to ! To prove my authority, he

shall be imprisoned for twelve hours. Soldiers, you
will keep your prisoner in custody for twelve hours.

Come, Madame Brudo ;
let me conduct you to your

residence.

Steinmark.
Twelve hours won't hurt you, Belleroach.

Van Hoppen.

No, twelve hours can't do him the least hurt.

Belleroach.
It will, it will. Twelve hours ! It is an existence !

The hopes of a life may be destroyed in twelve hours.
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Steinmark.
You see he won't submit. You'd better pardon him.

Van Hoppen.
He shall submit. Am I not President } Soldiers—
Madame Brudo.
Van Hoppen, for my sake—Van Hoppen, if you value

my favour, if you care for my future friendship, forgive
the poor young man. Have not I forgiven him .''

Van Hoppen.
Have you }

Madame Brudo.
Yes

; forgiveness of injuries is the first of the Christian

duties.

Van Hoppen.

{with a long sigh^ If you have forgiven, 'tis useless

for me to punish. Soldiers, release your prisoner.
Van Hoppen shall die a bachelor.

Madame Brudo.

Thanks, Van Hoppen ; thanks, dear friend.

Steinmark.

Thanks, noble President. How well does mercy
become your high office !

Belleroach.

Burgomaster, we are indebted to you for ever. We
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shall live to show our gratitude, we trust

; we shall

always be glad to welcome you as our dearest friend.

Van Hoppen.

Well, well ; you are at liberty now
; go your ways.

Madame Brudo, I hope you may live and die a happy
woman. [Exit Van Hoppen.

Soldiers, etc.

Make way for the President 1 Make way for our

wise and merciful President ! [Exeunt.
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Room in UpseVs House

Upsel and De Wynter

Upsel.

^J HE has not spoken of me ?

De Wynter.
Not a word.

Upsel.

And so he left her ! The unheeding swine

knew not the pearl, when thrown upon its path.

De Wynter.
'Twas madness in her, Upsel. She has lost

all that a woman values—and for what ?

To be rejected, scorned and made a mark
for idle tongues to slander.

Upsel.
She is happy,

or should be so. What she has lost is nothing.
Think of her perilous chance, her great escape.
Had he been less the devil, more the man,
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what would have been her fate ? Steinmark's wife !

There was but one step lower.

De Wynter.

Oh, my daughter !

Upsel.
As to her honour, it is as bright as when
her peerless form first glanced before my eyes.
The stolen diamond does not lose its lustre

;

nor has pollution touched her noble nature.

Judgment alone has failed her ; she has missed
her way in darkness, led by false lights astray

—
the will o' the wisp and flashing, wandering meteors,
which catch the unwary eye.

De Wynter.
It is most true.

No thought of lewdness, no unruly passion
has tainted her fair soul

; her tears are pure.

Upsel.

And does she weep ? There's comfort there, my friend.

The gushing sorrows of a woman's heart
can find relief in tears. Would I could weep !

Enter Helen
Helen.
Count Upsel, I have come a suitor to you
from one who owes you much.

Upsel.

The suit is given,
provided I can grant it.
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Helen.

Oh, you can !

'Tis but a word, one kindly Christian word—
My poor friend craves your pardon, and would know
that your own lips have spoken it—{pauses for a reply).

Well, Count Upsel ?

Have you no answer for me ?

Upsel.

My pardon !

I'd give as much to the poor thief that robbed me.

Helen.
She asks no more than that—that one word

"
Pardon.'*

Upsel.

'Tis easy to forgive. The offending clown,
his injury done, asks and receives forgiveness.
And shall I pardon her .'' I dare not do it ;

'twere vain presumption and a stretch of pride
to join her name with pardon.

Helen.
I beseech you,

send me not thus away 1

De Wynter.
'Tis all she asks.

Grant her that little all. . . .

Helen.
She has suffered much

and borne her sorrows with a woman's courage ;
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but yet she sinks beneath them. Let me tell her

that your high spirit has overcome the blow
her treachery gave it ;

that her evil chance

has not affected you with long-lived grief.

Let her but hear that you can smile again
and talk, as was your wont, with easy brow
and mien unruffled ;

then the cankering care

which eats her life away will lighter be,

and she will know some solace.

Upsel.
Solace in that !

Will it comfort her to hear that I am heartless ?

To learn that I but loved her while it suited
;

that I esteemed her as a pleasant toy,
which lost can be replaced ? It was not so

;

nor will I think that such a sorry falsehood

could carry comfort with it. Tell her this :

that both of us have ample cause for grief
—

ay, both of us alike—that grief like ours

time remedies alone. We cannot hope
to feel again the jocund spring of youth,
or step elastic as those happy sprites
affliction has not bowed. Our dream is done.

The happy day-dreams of our perfect love

have flown away, and we must wake and work
and take the rough world for our bed-fellow

with all its stinging evils.

Helen.
This she shows ;

but fain would hear that you have braced yourself
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with heart content and equal energy
to meet the world again.

Upsel.
Is she so strong ?

Is she prepared and ready for the battle ?

Can she command her heart ?

Helen.
Oh God, she cannot !

And yet she strives. It is that fearful struggle
which masters her strong nerves. 'Twas passion only
that joined her lot with yours, strong passionate love,

and that she strives to quench. For
"

Shall," says she,
"
the heart rule all—mind, reason, brain and soul ?

Have all beneath its sway
—life's long ambition,

the strong conviction of our early years,
the labours of our strength, the hoped-for wisdom
of aftertime ? Must all succumb to passion ?

Is nature then so weak ?
" And so she strives

and struggles gallantly, but makes no headway.
Love still is lord of all.

De Wynter.

Peace, Helen, peace.
You rip old sorrows open.

c

Upsel.

Oh, Margaret ! Oh, my loved one ! What a wreck
has your great frenzy driven along the waters !

Both, both of us are ruined
;
both must perish !
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Helen.
But still she has your pardon ? Speak it, sir !

Send her that word of comfort ! (Pauses.) What,

poor worm ?

Do you begrudge her that ?

Upsel.

I will not send it.

I cannot pardon her this mighty loss,

this ship-wreck of my hopes, this world-wide ruin.

De Wynter.
'Tis sad ; 'tis very sad. . . .

Upsel.
Go to her, lady.

Tell her from me that if it irks her not,

I'd see her once again, but once, and then—
Helen.
You'll speak your own forgiveness ?

Upsel.
Go at once !

I cannot rest, while this is yet to do. [Exit Upsel.

Helen.

Ay, will I truly. Sir, my friend, your hand !

She's saved
;

she's happy yet. He cannot see her

and not renew those passionate vows of love,

which won her heart, shall win it yet again
—

And she—she'll melt to him—sir, she must melt—
she cannot be so stubborn. [Exeunt.
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De Wynters House

Margaret and Helen
Helen.

T_JE ready, girl, he's coming.

Margaret.

Coming hither ?

Count Upsel coming to this house ? Oh, no !

Why, why should he come here }

Helen.

Nay^ ask himself.

It is not at my bidding.

Margaret.

Upsel here !

How shall I act ? What say ?

Helen.

He's here already.
Now good betide you !

Margaret.

Stay, dear Nellie, stay !

You would not leave me now }
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Helen.

I would not stay

for half a world, to stand between two lovers.

[Exit Helen,

Margaret.

Why does he come to kill me with his sight,

and see me sink with shame ?

Enter Upsel

Upsel. ,.

Good-morrow, lady
—

Margaret.
Sir—

Upsel.
How is it with you ?

They tell me you are ill.

Margaret.
Ill ? No, not I.

Whoever said so erred. I'm well and strong ;

in perfect health.

Upsel.
Your look belies you, Margaret ;

I see that you are ill.

Margaret.

My looks are false.

Why, what should make me sick } Oh heavens, I am

wear)' !
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I've walked to-day ;

I cannot bear to walk—
but yet I'm well. [Sus down.

Upsel.

You've altered much
since we met last.

Margaret.

Ay, time will alter one,
and age creep on. We cannot choose but show it,

tho' we lie roundly too.

Upsel.

Is it so long
since we two parted, here in this very room ?

One week will count it all.

Margaret.
Ah yes ;

a week

long as eternity ;
seven lasting days ;

seven endless nights ;
how many lagging hours ?

I cannot count the hours, they are so many.

Upsel.
It has been sad, a sad and weary time

to both of us, my friend—ay, both of us—
Margaret.

Oh, sir—
Upsel

Yes, yes
—to both a bitter, galling week,
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a time of agony and hideous pangs,
till he—can I speak of him ?

Oh, man, speak kindly ;

-till he drew back

Margaret.

he is your brother man.

Upsel.

and saved you by his folly.

Margaret.
Saved me, sir ?

Upsel.

Yes, saved you, Margaret. You now are free,

unsullied, honest, full of noble purpose,

high in esteem ; you dare to raise your head

and look the world in the face.

Margaret.
When did I not dare ?

When did I crouch r When did I hide my face,

or fear my fellow-men ?

Upsel.
Never as yet.

The foul contagion of the meaner world

has never touched you
—but the risk was great.

Margaret.
As best I may, I still must fight the battle—
rashly, I doubt not

;
with false weapons too.
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and an unsteady hand—but yet not meanly.
And now, Count Upsel, I would humbly ask

a last request. Say that you pardon me.

Then let us part and be for ever strangers.

Upsel.

Forgive you, and then leave you ? Let it all

be but a summer's dream—our young, sweet love,

our all but perfect hopes ? Let us so live,

as tho' we had not met ? Is that forgiveness ?

No, that's forgetfulness ;
a want of memory ;

a brute-like apathy. Can you forget ?

Margaret.
I've nothing to forgive.

Upsel.
I cannot do it.

I cannot pardon all these wrongs at once.

What I One request, one short and sullen word
to balance such a debt, and so all done ?

No, Margaret, no. But do you live to ask it,

I'll live to grant your asking. I'll pardon you,
but slowly, day by day

—
(JFaitsfor her to answer him.')

Still so sad ?

Am I not gracious, am I not forgiving }

Nay, Margaret, my love—
Margaret.

Oh, spare me this
Spare me, Count Upsel !
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Upsel.

It is all forgotten
—

the stubborn words you spake, the mad ambition

which made a rebel of you, the rude dreams

and crack-brain thoughts of this last weary week—
we will forget them all.

Margaret.

They're written here

in words indelible.

Upsel.
Didst ever love me,

Margaret ?

Margaret.
Oh God, you know I did 1

Upsel.

It cannot be but you should love me still.

This short dissent shall only rivet love

and bind us to each other. Margaret,

my own, my love, my wife—
Enter De Wynter

Margaret.

Oh, father, father,

speak to him for me !

Upsel.

Father, speak to us

and bless us both. We are again your children.
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De Wynter.

May heaven bless your love ! But oh, dear son,

how can we bankrupts pay this heavy debt ?

Upsel.

Love knows no debt. The slightest word of love—
a touch of the hand, a look, a single glance
shot quick as thought forth from a loving eye

—
is full receipt for all love ever owes.

Love levels all
;

it owes no gratitude ;

confers no favour. Rather the great debt,

which love incurs and bandies to and fro,

cancels all other bonds, makes all things equal
and leaves no room for trespass.

Enter Helen

Helen.

(to De Wynter!) Is it done ?

Are they friends }

De Wynter.
The breach has been repaired.

God send that it may never be re-opened.

Helen.
Count Upsel, may I offer you my hand—the loan of it

merely ? You have an admirer more to-day than ever

you had ;
I never envied Margaret before. Meg,

dearest Meg, I am so happy !

Margaret.
Dear Helen. . . .
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Helen.

But, friends, you have not all the joy to yourselves, nor

do you fill the first characters in the comedy of matri-

mony. You have only promised ; you hope with God's

grace to be made one
;
but there are those coming who

have already stood at the altar, who have passed from

the honeyed sweets of courtship to the stern realities of

married life. Enter Captain Belleroach and his bride !

Enter Belleroach, Madame Brudo in bridal attire^

Jeannette.
De Wynter.
What .'' Married, sister }

Madame Brudo.

Oh, my brother
; oh, de Wynter ! Oh, Margaret ;

oh, my niece 1 Count Upsel, too
; dear, dearest

nephew ! Dear Helen ; dear friend ! When duty
called me, and my suffering country claimed the

sacrifice, then Brudo's widow thought not of herself,

but freely gave her hand to aid the cause she loved.

Brudo loved his country, and for my country's sake

I've wed again. Dear friends—my husband.

De Wynter.

Captain Belleroach, you are welcome. You have won
her fairly ; I trust you use her well.

Madame Brudo.

Brother, do not be fearful about my welfare. I have

experienced a life of matrimony, and know how to
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secure the attention of my husband. Captain Belle-

roach, my fan—really you are so awkward—
Belleroach.

Well, my love, I declare—
Madame Brudo.
Never mind declaring

—
Enter Van Hoppen.

Oh, burgomaster ; my dear friend ! This is kind of

you ! Ah, burgomaster, could I have consulted my
own choice—But it is now too late. When my country
claimed my services. Van Hoppen would have been the

first to urge me to refuse them. Dear Van Hoppen—
[sobs and gives him her hand.

Van Hoppen.
Dear Madame Brudo—
Belleroach.

No, burgomaster ; not dear
** Madame Brudo

"
;

dear
'* Madame Belleroach," as often as you please,

Madame Brudo.

Margaret, my love, you have made up your little

difference with your betrothed ? That is right. But
what is it the grammar says }

" The quarrels of lovers

are the renewals of love." You'll be twice as fond as

ever now it's over.

Upsel.

We intend it, Madame Belleroach.
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Madame Brudo.
But mind this, my child ;

never play the jilt again.

'Tis a most unbecoming character. Play it with what

skill you will, it meets but little sympathy. Women,
child, are born to be slaves. They cannot throw off

the yoke. 'Tis better for them twice to submit than

once to rebel.

Van Hoppen.
And now, to show that I begrudge no man his luck,

you shall all eat the wedding dinner with me. Count

Upsel, will you honour me ? Ladies, I crave your

presence. Come, de Wynter ! Belleroach, your hand
—Has matrimony made you so dull already, and you
a Commandant ? Come, Madame Brudo—
Belleroach.
*'

Belleroach," ifyou please, burgomaster !
—" Madam

Belleroach."

Van Hoppen.

Nonsense, man. Madame Brudo shall be Madame
Brudo to the end of the play. [Exeunt.
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